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Figure 1.1 Average Hourly Wages by Education,
1973 to 2001
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Table 1.1 Employer Responses to Increased Competition and the Impact on Frontline Workers

Dominant Strategies (Effects
on Frontline Workers

Largely Negative)

Variations (Effects on
Frontline Workers Both
Negative and Positive) Sources of Variation

Firms that focus on compensa-
tion and the organization of
work

Freeze wages and increase
workloads

Use contingent workers to cut
labor costs

Subcontract and outsource to
cut costs and wages

Relocate and consolidate func-
tions

Use work reorganization to
increase productivity and re-
duce turnover

Innovate with respect to prod-
ucts

Outsource to capture econ-
omies of scale; outsource only
partially to gain better man-
agement

Use temps to screen risky
workers for permanent jobs

Unions

Regional labor market institu-
tions

Quality of information avail-
able to managers about high-
productivity strategies

Regulation (minimum wage,
industry regulation)

Tight labor markets

Firms that focus on new tech-
nology

Introduce new technology to
automate routine tasks and
reduce reliance on low-skilled
workers

Technology deskills entry-level
jobs

Train entry-level workers with-
out college degrees for new
technology

Link entry-level jobs to career
ladders

Source: Authors’ compilation.
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Figure 2.1 Typical Mobility Paths in Eight
Case-Study Hotels
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marked shift toward hiring immigrant workers to occupy the bot-
tom of that structure (see table 2.4). African Americans were once
the largest minority group in the industry, dominating “back of the
house” jobs and housekeeping in particular. Now, in contrast, the
vast majority of housekeepers are Hispanic or Asian immigrants—
or, increasingly, Eastern Europeans (see Bates 1999; Consortium for
Retention and Advancement 2001; Waldinger 1996). Likewise, while
kitchen and restaurant departments are generally more diverse than
housekeeping departments (because cooks still tend to be white),
entry-level workers are now almost exclusively Hispanic and Asian
immigrants. In contrast, the gender mix of entry-level hotel work-
ers has changed much more slowly. Housekeepers continue to be
exclusively female, and while women have recently made inroads
into the traditionally male-dominated kitchen and restaurant jobs,
they remain a distinct minority and tend to occupy a narrow range
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Figure 2.2 Unionization Rates in the Hospitality Industry,
1983 to 2000
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tions unionization rates can exceed 50 percent. Yet in other compa-
rable cities, only a small handful of hotels are organized. As de-
scribed at the outset, we explicitly captured this variation in our
research design, studying both union and non-union hotels, in both
high- and low-density cities.24

The question, then, is whether unions have been able to mediate
the form that hotel restructuring has taken, under which condi-
tions, and along which dimensions. As summarized in table 2.6, we
focus on the following key aspects of industry restructuring: wages,
work intensity, hours and scheduling, subcontracting, and career
ladders. We examine each in turn and analyze the role that unions
have played in negotiating the issue in the context of high and low
union density, as well as union and non-union hotels. Taken alto-
gether, we find that unions have been able to make significant prog-
ress on some fronts but not others, and that most often their suc-
cess is a function of hotel union density in the region.
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Table 2.1 Distribution and Location of Eight Union
and Non-Union Case-Study Hotels,
by Union Density

Union Density

Unionized Low High

No City A, Hotel 1 City C, Hotel 3
City B, Hotel 2 City D, Hotel 4

Yes City A, Hotel 5 City C, Hotel 7
City B, Hotel 6 City D, Hotel 8

Source: Authors’ compilation.

structuring and worker outcomes in our study, then there is the
potential for diffusion and dissemination to other, perhaps less in-
novative, parts in the industry.

We focused our fieldwork on those departments where the ma-
jority of low-wage and less-educated workers are employed: the
housekeeping department (responsible for the cleaning of rooms
and public areas) and food and beverage services (restaurants, ban-
quets, and room service). These jobs embody the archetype of low-
wage, dead-end service jobs—room cleaners, dishwashers, bussers,
cooks—with the exception that they are more backbreaking than
many other jobs.

In 2001 we conducted intensive research at each of the eight
hotels. First, we interviewed managers, ranging from decision-
makers high in the organization to immediate supervisors in the
housekeeping and food and beverage departments. Second, we con-
ducted interviews and focus groups with workers in both of these
areas, and in unionized hotels with the appropriate union represen-
tatives. Third, as much as possible we collected primary data on the
hotel’s performance, occupancy rates, distribution of job classifica-
tions, wages, benefits, work hours, and so forth. The one-on-one
interviews typically lasted 1 hour, and the focus groups 2 hours.
Both were guided by semistructured protocols that focused on
changes in business strategy, the organization of work, wages and
compensation, training and promotion practices, worker charac-
teristics, and labor management relations. The results of all inter-
views were summarized in standardized write-ups and data invento-
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Table 2.2 The Changing Wage Structure of the
Hotel Industry in U.S. Metropolitan Areas,
1979 to 2000

1979 1983 1989 1995 2000

Median hotel hourly wage $8.56 $7.79 $8.34 $7.91 $9.20
90/10 ratio 2.37 2.61 3.06 3.45 3.29
College/high school ratio 1.39 1.24 1.35 1.56 1.88
Private-sector median wage $13.04 $12.11 $12.41 $11.58 $12.50

Source: Authors’ analysis of CPS-ORG files.
Note: All hourly wages in 2000 dollars.

ture, as shown in table 2.2. Even in metropolitan areas, median
hourly wages in the hotel industry are still in the single digits and
remain well below the private-sector medians.

Our eight case-study hotels are no exception. As shown in table
2.3, housekeepers and entry-level food and beverage workers earn
between $6 and $10 an hour. Wages for cooks, the second rung in
the kitchen hierarchy, are higher, ranging between $8 and $12 an
hour, but even these earnings are low in an industry where yearly
raises are not at all guaranteed and in cities where $15 per hour
barely approaches the median income.14

Like Jeffrey Waddoups (2001), we find that between low wages
and lack of guaranteed work hours, a large number of entry-level
hotel workers have to hold two jobs—often doing the same job in
another hotel—in order to make ends meet. The manager of one
hotel kitchen estimated that at least 60 percent of his staff worked
at two jobs, and at every hotel workers and managers alike reported
that “almost everyone” had to work multiple jobs. One kitchen
worker recounted his complicated work history of balancing multi-
ple hotel and fast-food jobs (working sixteen-hour days, making $5
an hour, and having to share an apartment with several people)
since moving to the United States. Only after ten years, getting at
most a $0.25 raise each year, was he able to live alone with his wife
and work one job. Many hotel managers we interviewed—partic-
ularly line supervisors, who work closely with entry-level work-
ers—recognized that the wages for many hotel workers were too
low and caused a myriad of problems for both hotels and their
workers. “All of our wages are too low basically,” said the director
of human resources at one hotel we visited.
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Table 2.3 Typical Hotel Job Hierarchy, 2000

Housekeeping-
Rooms

Food and
Beverage Front Desk

Entry-level I • Housekeepers
• Housemen

$6 to $9 per hr.

93 to 96% of
rooms division

• Dishwashers
and bussers

• Cook’s helpers

$6 to $10
per hr.

40 to 50% of
food division

• Phones
• Valet and bell

desk

$7 to $10
per hr.

30 to 50% of
front desk

Entry-level II • Cooks
• Servers, bar-

tenders, hosts

$9 to $13
per hr.

30 to 40% of
food division

• Front-desk
clerks

• Accounting
clerks

$9 to $15
per hr.

30 to 50% of
front desk

Frontline super-
visors and mid-
level managers

• Inspectresses
• Trainer
• Assistant man-

agers

$25 to $35k a
year

1 to 5% of
rooms division

• Sous chefs, lead
cooks

• Room service
manager

• Assistant execu-
tive chef

$35 to $45k

1 to 5% of food
division

• Line managers
• Assistant direc-

tor of hotel
operations

$25 to $45k a
year

1 to 5% of
front desk

“Craft” occupa-
tions

• Banquet cater-
ing servers

• High-end res-
taurant servers
and bartenders

• Cocktail wait-
resses

$25k to $70k

20% of food
division
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Table 2.3 Continued

Housekeeping-
Rooms

Food and
Beverage Front Desk

Senior managers • Director of
housekeeping

$$$

1 to 3% of
rooms division

• Director of food
and beverage

• Executive chef
• Restaurant

managers

$$$

1 to 3% of food
division

• Director of ho-
tel operations

$$$

1 to 3% of front
desk

Source: Authors’ analysis of eight case-study hotels.
Note: Dollar amounts are entry-level wages or salaries, and vary depending on the local cost
of living and whether they are negotiated by a union contract. $$$: Precise figures for senior
managers are unavailable, but salaries are generally high.

It is important to reiterate that our case-study hotels were drawn
from the upper segment of the industry. They are not, in the main,
struggling to make profits, and so the very low wages of their house-
keeping and F&B workers are striking. In fact, these two depart-
ments are the primary generators of revenue (in the sense that it is
the rooms and the food and beverages that the guests pay for). In
the hotels that we studied, the profit margins in housekeeping were
extremely high, ranging between 70 and 80 percent. The profit mar-
gins in food and beverage varied a bit more, ranging between 20
and 45 percent. Although both of these departments subsidize the
rest of the hotel operation (for example, sales and administration),
overall profit margins still tend to net between 25 and 40 percent.
Yet entry-level wages in these hotels are about the same as those
paid by budget highway hotels (which have tiny profit margins).

What, then, is driving the low wages, and why have they stag-
nated over time? We examine this question in detail later when we
examine the impact of unions, but in general increasing pressure
from corporate holding companies to boost profits is undoubtedly
playing an important role. In our case studies, managers in both the
housekeeping and F&B departments repeatedly talked about the
intense pressure to stay within shrinking budgets, even as they rec-
ognized that their entry-level wages were below market rates for the
type of work required and that this was a leading cause of their
labor shortage. As one hotel executive noted: “Anytime you’re a
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Table 2.4 Racial and Ethnic Composition of the
Hotel Industry in U.S. Metropolitan Areas,
1979 to 2000

1979 1983 1989 1995 2000

Non-Hispanic white 70.0% 61.1% 56.1% 51.9% 47.5%
Non-Hispanic black 20.0 18.5 17.2 17.9 16.8
Hispanic 12.1 13.7 20.4 23.1 25.2
Other 5.9 6.7 6.2 7.1 10.4

Source: Authors’ analysis of CPS-ORG files.

of jobs, such as making pastries and cold foods, rather than work as
hot line cooks or sous-chefs.

The critical question remains: Why is there so little upward mo-
bility in this industry? A number of factors are at work. Perhaps the
biggest barrier to mobility is the nature of the job structure itself.
The two biggest departments—housekeeping and food and bever-
age—are made up of large numbers of entry-level workers who are
overseen by a very small number of supervisors and senior man-
agers. As shown in table 2.3, entry-level workers in our case-study
hotels are a full 93 to 96 percent of the housekeeping department’s
staff. Food and beverage departments are not quite as heavily
weighted toward the bottom but are also quite flat. In both divi-
sions, frontline supervisors are only 1 to 5 percent of the staff, and
senior managers only 1 to 3 percent. As a result, an impossibly
disproportionate number of workers are vying for very few promo-
tion opportunities. Moreover, while the job structure in the hotel
industry has always been flat, in recent years there has been a trend
toward eliminating many supervisory positions. For example, in
seven of our eight hotels, the position of inspectress—a supervisory
position—had been eliminated, and in most cases the work was
simply distributed among the remaining workers.

In our interviews, however, hotel managers repeatedly cited lack
of skills—in particular, lack of English-language fluency—as the
primary reason housekeepers and kitchen workers were stuck in
their jobs. English was in fact the second language for the vast
majority of the housekeepers and F&B workers we interviewed, but
there was a considerable range of fluency; for many of them the
language barrier simply was not as dire a problem as managers de-
picted it.18 During the labor crunch of the late 1990s, some hotels
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Table 2.5 Unions and Wages in the Hotel Industry in U.S.
Metropolitan Areas, 1983 to 2000

1983 1989 1995 2000

Union members 14.5% 15.0% 14.8% 13.8%

All workers
Union median hourly wage $8.87 $9.73 $9.04 $10.50
Non-union median hourly wage $7.79 $7.65 $7.91 $9.00
Union/non-union wage ratio 1.14 1.27 1.14 1.17

Nonmanagerial workers only
Union median hourly wage $8.82 $9.73 $9.04 $10.37
Non-union median hourly wage $7.09 $7.30 $7.35 $8.00
Union/non-union wage ratio 1.24 1.33 1.23 1.30

Source: Authors’ analysis of CPS-ORG files.
Note: All wages in 2000 dollars.

WAGES

First and foremost, unions matter in this industry because they in-
fluence wages.25 In 2000 overall unionized hotel workers in metro-
politan areas earned 17 percent more per hour than non-unionized
workers (see table 2.5). If we narrow the scope to frontline workers
(the focus of our study), the union wage effect grows even larger, to
30 percent. It is a testament to the continuing strength of the Hotel
Employees and Restaurant Employees International Union (HERE)
and other unions in the industry that these differentials have not
declined precipitously over the past several decades, as has oc-
curred in other industries. It is also noteworthy that the union wage
effect is strongest for the lowest-paid occupations. Janitors and food
preparers stand to gain the most from representation, with a na-
tional union wage premium of 39.5 percent and 36.0 percent in
2000, respectively. For bartenders and baggage porters, who earn
significantly more, the premium was 19.1 percent and 19.4 percent,
respectively (Hirsch and Macpherson 2001).

Among our case-study hotels, union wages were higher than
non-union wages, but just slightly so. (The premium within any
one city ranged from $0.25 per hour to $1.70.) Far more important
was union density. As a vice president of hotel operations for a
major hotel observed: “In a union town, you pay if you’re non-
union. In a non-union town, you pay if you’re union.” The highest-
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Table 2.6 The Effect of Unions on Firm Restructuring in
Eight Case-Study Hotels

Dimension of
Restructuring

Union
Effect? Degree of Effect Relevant Conditions

Wages Yes Within markets, union
wages are higher by
$0.25 to $1.70 per
hour.

Union density matters
more than union
presence—high-
density wages are $3
higher than low-
density wages.

Work intensity Some Work intensity is at the
forefront of labor-
management relations.
Some union hotels
have lower workloads
(as measured by room
quotas). Some hotels
make sure that work-
ers get paid for the
added work (in the
case of cross-train-
ing).

Strongest effects are
seen in high-density
cities, but they are
not always apparent
even there.

Hours and
scheduling

Some Hours and scheduling
are at the forefront of
labor-management re-
lations. Successful
protection of full-time
jobs is seen in some
cities.

Strongest effects are
seen in high-density
cities. Union attention
to and prioritization
of this area is critical.

Subcontracting Some, but
weak

In some cities sub-
contracting of restau-
rants has been
resisted and/or effects
on workers have been
mitigated through ne-
gotiations. Most other
forms of outsourcing
are unchallenged.

Strongest effects are
seen in high-density
cities, especially
where unions are
making this a priority.

Career ladders Little Not relevant. Only in germination
stage where density is
high.

Source: Authors’ compilation.



Table 3.1 The Effect of Enhanced Jobs on Turnover

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7

Nursing assistant �0.427**
(.209)

�1.407
(1.22)

�0.262
(0.218)

�0.209
(�0.413)

�0.505
(0.653)

�0.188
(0.211)

�0.172
(0.221)

Enhanced �0.277
(0.180)

�0.314**
(0.158)

�0.366**
(0.177)

�0.350*
(0.188)

�0.572***
(�0.207)

�0.320*
(0.173)

�0.298*
(0.175)

Wage — �0.245**
(0.112)

�0.170**
(0.067)

—*
(0.067)

�0.165**
(�0.077)

�0.172**
(0.069)

�0.185**
(0.077)

Nursing assistant � wage — 0.120
(0.127)

— — — — —

Union member — — �0.086
(0.276)

�0.225
(0.278)

0.005
(0.307)

— —

Staff adequacy — — — �0.350***
(0.130)

— — —

Nursing assistant � staff adequacy — — — �0.003
(0.156)

— — —



Employment security — — — — �0.492***
(0.162)

— —

Nursing assistant � employment
security

— — — — 0.102
(0.208)

— —

Formal training — — — — — �0.089
(0.277)

—

Informal training — — — — — — �0.441
(0.283)

N 447 401 397 394 372 400 400
Prob � Chi 2 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Pseudo R-squared .0419 .0538 .0540 .0712 .0811 0.053 0.058

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Note: Control variables include gender, race-ethnicity, education, and age. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Intention to quit job uses an ordered
logit regression.
* .05 � p � .10.
** .01 � p � .05.
*** p � .01.



Table 3.2 The Effect of Enhanced Jobs on Job Satisfaction

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7

Nursing assistant 0.563**
(0.238)

1.883**
(0.817)

0.559**
(0.228)

0.850*
(0.466)

1.263**
(0.581)

0.378*
(0.212)

0.490**
(0.199)

Enhanced 0.124
(0.187)

0.075
(0.196)

0.076
(0.185)

0.076
(0.170)

0.231
(0.175)

0.069
(0.200)

0.056
(0.181)

Wage — 0.249***
(0.058)

0.173***
(0.060)

0.121**
(0.057)

0.127**
(0.055)

0.158**
(0.061)

0.178***
(0.058)

Nursing assistant � wage — �0.132
(0.082)

— — — — —

Union member — — �0.413
(0.338)

�0.227
(0.324)

�0.540*
(0.285)

— —

Staff adequacy — — — 0.885***
(0.098)

— — —

Nursing assistant � staff adequacy — — — �0.184
(0.129)

— — —



Employment security — — — — 0.745***
(0.140)

— —

Nursing assistant � employment
security

— — — — �0.289
(0.180)

— —

Formal training — — — — — 0.546**
(0.240)

—

Informal training — — — — — — 0.861***
(0.159)

N 446 400 396 393 371 399 399
Prob � F 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
R-squared 0.050 0.071 0.074 0.259 0.168 0.082 0.114

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Note: Control variables include gender, race-ethnicity, education, and age. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Job satisfaction uses an OLS
regression.
* .05 � p � .10.
** .01 � p � .05.
*** p � .01.
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Table 3.3 The Effect of Enhanced Jobs and Other
Human Resource Variables on Turnover and
Job Satisfaction

Model 1:
Turnover

Model 2:
Job Satisfaction

Model 3:
Turnover

Nursing assistant �2.05
(1.475)

2.73**
(1.04)

�0.301
(1.70)

Enhanced �0.511**
(0.214)

0.166
(0.159)

�0.483**
(0.226)

Wage �0.282**
(0.131)

0.250***
(0.071)

�0.121
(0.150)

Nursing assistant � wage 0.181
(0.149)

�0.246**
(0.091)

0.022
(0.171)

Union member 0.111
(0.294)

�0.339
(0.320)

�0.099
(0.370)

Staff adequacy �0.168
(0.126)

0.586***
(0.091)

0.130
(0.147)

Employment security �0.345***
(0.118)

0.240**
(0.100)

�0.250**
(0.119)

Problem-solving team 0.104
(0.247)

0.376*
(0.208)

0.314
(0.232)

Pay for performance �0.049
(0.198)

0.215
(0.172)

�0.010
(0.208)

Formal training 0.009
(0.273)

0.168
(0.234)

0.105
(0.236)

Informal training �0.398
(0.285)

0.404**
(0.177)

�0.228
(0.288)

Job satisfaction — — �0.535***
(0.082)

N 345 343 342
Prob � F — 0.000 —
R-squared — 0.306 —
Prob � Chi 2 0.000 — 0.000
Pseudo R-squared 0.099 — 0.170

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Note: Control variables include gender, race-ethnicity, education, and age. Robust standard
errors are in parentheses. Intention to quit job uses an ordered logit regression. Job satisfac-
tion uses an OLS regression.
* .05 � p � .10.
** .01 � p � .05.
*** p � .01.
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Table 3.4 The Effect of Trust, Stress, and Intrinsic
Rewards on Turnover and Job Satisfaction

Model 1:
Turnover

Model 2:
Job Satisfaction

Nursing assistant �0.280
(0.264)

0.133
(0.160)

Enhanced �0.238
(0.217)

0.117
(0.129)

Wage �0.148*
(0.088)

0.005
(0.046)

Union member 0.125
(0.321)

�0.109
(0.232)

Staff adequacy 0.325**
(0.147)

0.108
(0.092)

Employment security �0.077
(0.123)

�0.066
(0.058)

Problem-solving team �0.038
(0.260)

0.489***
(0.133)

Pay for performance �0.139
(0.178)

0.194*
(0.109)

Formal training 0.272
(0.297)

�0.199
(0.160)

Informal training �0.102
(0.279)

0.069
(0.130)

Trust �0.187***
(0.052)

0.135***
(0.035)

Stress 0.209***
(0.040)

�0.162***
(0.026)

Intrinsic reward �0.054
(0.056)

0.232***
(0.039)

N 336 335
Prob � F — 0.000
R-squared — 0.554
Prob � Chi 2 0.000 —
Pseudo R-squared 0.181 —

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Note: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. Intention to quit job uses an ordered logit
regression. Job satisfaction uses an OLS regression.
* .05 � p � .10.
** .01 � p � .05.
*** p � .01.
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Table 3.A1 Mean Values for Key Variables (Nursing
Assistants and Food Service Workers Only)

Observations Mean
Standard
Deviation Minimum Maximum

Nursing assistant 469 0.65 0.477 0 1
Food service
worker 469 0.35 0.477 0 1

Gender 469 0.84 0.367 0 1
White 456 0.64 0.482 0 1
Black 456 0.27 0.447 0 1
Hispanic 456 0.05 0.228 0 1
Other race 456 0.04 0.184 0 1
Less than high
school 467 0.06 0.238 0 1

High school gradu-
ate 467 0.36 0.482 0 1

Some college 467 0.46 0.499 0 1
College graduate 467 0.11 0.318 0 1
Age 465 38.52 12.838 17 81
Enhanced 469 0.48 0.500 0 1
Wage 418 10.04 1.660 6.55 18.97
Union member 463 0.17 0.375 0 1
Employment secu-
rity 429 3.01 0.995 1 4

Staff adequacy 464 2.73 1.092 1 4
Problem-solving
team 461 0.58 0.495 0 1

Pay for perfor-
mance 435 0.39 0.487 0 1

Formal training 467 0.66 0.473 0 1
Informal training 468 0.57 0.496 0 1
Trust index 456 12.44 3.359 4 17

“Supervisors treat
workers fairly.” 463 3.21 0.938 1 4

“Management is
open and up
front with me.” 465 2.86 0.872 1 4

Management-
employee
relationship 464 3.21 1.170 1 5

How much do
you trust
management? 465 3.11 1.036 1 4
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Table 3.A1 Continued

Observations Mean
Standard
Deviation Minimum Maximum

Stress index 463 11.44 3.313 4 20
How often do
you experience
conflict? 468 2.41 1.024 1 5

How often do
you have too
many demands? 467 3.57 1.107 1 5

How often are
you asked to do
more than you
can handle? 468 3.30 1.206 1 5

How often do
you feel de-
pressed at
work? 467 2.15 1.112 1 5

Intrinsic reward
index 461 12.94 2.741 4 16
“My job makes
good use of my
knowledge/
skills.” 468 3.27 0.800 1 4

“My job requires
that I learn new
things.” 467 3.29 0.869 1 4

“My job requires
me to be
creative.” 467 3.06 0.938 1 4

“My job is chal-
lenging.” 466 3.30 0.894 1 4

Intention to quit
job 466 1.57 0.763 1 3

Job satisfaction
index 465 9.45 1.859 3 12
How satisfied are
you with your
personal growth
and develop-
ment? 468 3.15 0.721 1 4

How satisfied are
you with the re-
sources to do
your job? 467 3.08 0.765 1 4

Overall, how sat-
isfied are you
with your job? 468 3.21 0.743 1 4

Source: Authors’ compilation.
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Figure 4.1 Economywide Measures of Routine and
Nonroutine Task Input, 1959 to 1998
(1959 � 0)
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Source: Autor, Levy, and Murnane (2001, figure 1).

man task input of nonroutine activities, particularly nonroutine
cognitive activities. We further expect computerization to have had
little impact on trends in nonroutine manual task input (such as
janitorial services), since computers neither substitute for nor com-
plement these activities to a meaningful degree. This expectation
appears consistent with the data.

As a further illustration, table 4.2 enumerates the DOT task mea-
sures by major educational group. Notably, while three of five task
measures are monotonically increasing in educational attainment,
the two measures of routine tasks—cognitive and manual—show a
U-shaped relationship to education. High school graduates perform
substantially more of both types of routine tasks than either high
school dropouts or college graduates. These nonmonotonic patterns
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Table 4.1 Hypothesized Impact of Workplace
Computerization on Four Categories of
Job Tasks

Routine Tasks Nonroutine Tasks

Visual and man-
ual tasks
Examples Picking and sorting engi-

neered objects on an as-
sembly line

Janitorial services

Reconfiguring production
lines to enable short runs

Truck driving

Computer
impact

Computer control makes
capital substitution feasible

Limited opportunities for
substitution or complemen-
tarity

Information-pro-
cessing cogni-
tive tasks
Examples Bookkeeping Medical diagnosis

Filing and retrieving textual
data

Legal writing

Processing procedural inter-
actions and transactions
(for example, a bank teller)

Persuading and selling

Computer
impact

Substantial substitution Strong complementarities

Source: Autor, Levy, and Murnane (2001, table 1).

omywide and within industries, holding task content within occu-
pations at its DOT 1977 level. We referred to this source of varia-
tion as the “extensive” (across-occupations) margin. Variation along
this margin does not, however, account for changes in task content
within occupations (see, for example, Levy and Murnane 1996).
Accordingly, we exploited changes between successive DOT revi-
sions in 1977 and 1991 to measure changes in task content mea-
sures within occupations, which we labeled the “intensive” margin.

To identify plausible indicators of the skills discussed earlier, we
reduced the DOT measures to a relevant subset using their textual
definitions and detailed examples provided by the Handbook for An-
alyzing Jobs (U.S. Department of Labor 1972), the guidebook used
by the DOT examiners. Based on these definitions and an examina-
tion of means by major occupation for the year 1970, we selected
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Table 4.2 Means of Dictionary of Occupational Titles Job
Content Measures Overall and by Education
Group at Midpoint of 1960 to 1998 Sample

Task Measure (0 to 10 Scale)

1. Non-
Routine

Cognitive/
Analytic

2. Non-
Routine

Cognitive/
Interactive

3. Routine
Cognitive

4. Routine
Manual

5. Non-
Routine
Manual

Overall 3.76 2.46 4.61 3.90 1.24
High school
dropouts

2.55 1.32 4.93 3.72 1.80

High school
graduates

3.34 1.75 5.30 4.09 1.26

Some college 3.97 2.45 4.87 4.02 1.10
College plus 5.36 4.76 2.86 3.57 0.87

Source: Autor, Levy, and Murnane (2001, appendix table 2). Current Population Survey 1980,
all employed workers ages eighteen to sixty-four merged with Dictionary of Occupational
Titles (1977).

suggest that the DOT measures are likely to provide information
about job task requirements that is distinct from conventional edu-
cational categories.

In a detailed investigation described in Autor, Levy, and Murnane
(2001), we show that the economywide trends illustrated in figure
4.1 consist primarily of within-industry shifts in the structure of
work organization, reflected by changes in occupational structure.
Moreover, these economywide changes are significantly more pro-
nounced in the industries that rapidly computerized in these de-
cades. Strikingly, those occupations that experienced the greatest
increase in computer use during the 1980s and 1990s also under-
went—according to measurements performed by DOT examiners—
the greatest decrease in routine cognitive and routine manual tasks
and the greatest increase in nonroutine cognitive tasks. These pat-
terns support the hypothesis that the declining price of computing
exerted a meaningful impact on the task structure of occupational
employment in the United States during the past three decades.9

Although we focus here on the ability of computers to substitute
for human labor in routine information processing, advances in
electronic communications are potentially as important, a conclu-
sion that is also consistent with our empirical results. These ad-
vances have enabled firms to profitably outsource and monitor rou-
tine production processes offshore, thereby reducing the demand



Table 4.3 Reorganization of Check Processing at Cabot Bank, 1988 and 1998

Tasks

Employee Who
Carried Out
Task in 1988

Average
Hourly

Wage Rate
in 1988

Number of
Full-Time

Employees in
1988 per

Million Checks

Employee
Who Carried
Out Task in

1998

Average Hourly
Wage Rate in

1998

Number of
Full-Time

Employees in
1998 per

Million Checks

Prepare checks by
removing staples
and ensuring
checks face in
same direction

Check pre-
parer

$9.51 16

Key in amount on
checks with
clear printing or
handwriting

Proof machine
operator

$10.03 67 Computer

Decipher amounts
on checks with
poor handwrit-
ing and key in
amount

Keyer $10.00 plus in-
centives for
speed and accu-
racy

15

Balance the de-
posit

Image balancer $11.00 22

Source: Autor, Levy, and Murnane (2002).
Note: Wage rates are in 1998 dollars.



Table 4.4 Reorganization of Exceptions Processing at Cabot Bank, 1994 and 1998

Employee Who
Carried Out
Task in 1994

Average
Hourly Wage
Rate in 1988

Number of
Full-Time

Employees in
1994 per
65,000

Exceptionsa

Employee Who
Carried Out
Task in 1998

Average Hourly
Wage Rate in

1998

Number of
Full-Time

Employees in
1998 per
65,000

Exceptions

Verify signatures
on checks written
for large amounts

Exceptions pro-
cessing clerk

$10.64 98

Implement stop
payment orders

Exceptions pro-
cessing clerk

$10.64 98 Exceptions pro-
cessing clerk

$13.50 470

Handle overdrafts Exceptions pro-
cessing clerk

$10.64 424

Move information
on checks from
one exceptions
processing clerk
to another

Exceptions pro-
cessing clerk

$10.64 30 Computer

Source: Autor, Levy, and Murnane (2002).
Note: Wage rates are in 1998 dollars.
a There were 650 full-time exceptions processing clerks in 1994. To allocate these clerks among specialized jobs, we rely on a Cabot Bank manager’s
estimate that approximately 65 percent of clerks processed overdrafts, 15 percent processed stop payment orders, 15 percent verified checks, and the
remainder moved boxes of checks from station to station.
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Table 5.1 Demographic Characteristics of Workers in the
Three Industries, 1986 and 1996

1986 1996

Industrya

Union
Members Female

Average
Education

(Years)
Union

Members Female

Average
Education

(Years)

Medical, den-
tal and opti-
cal instru-
ments 8.7% 49% 13.0 4.2% 47% 13.6

Miscellaneous
fabricated
metal prod-
ucts 30.0 23 11.8 19.6 22 12.2

Blast furnaces,
steelworks,
rolling and
finishing
mills 60.4 9 11.7 50.1 11 12.6

Source: Hirsch and Macpherson (1997).
a These are the CPS industry groupings and are broader than the four-digit SICs used in
tables 5.2 through 5.4.

school educated workers. As shown in table 5.1, the average years
of schooling for steel industry production workers was 11.7 years
in 1986 and 12.6 in 1996, while production workers in valves aver-
aged 11.8 years of schooling in 1986 and 12.2 years of schooling in
1996. Education levels for production workers in medical equip-
ment–making industries are about 1 year higher on average than
they are in steel or valves—13.0 years in 1986 and 13.6 in 1996.2 In
1992 these 3 industries employed upward of 370,000 U.S. produc-
tion workers—170,885 in medical equipment, 134,500 in steel, and
63,711 in valves.3

These 3 industries differ markedly in terms of employment
growth. Medical equipment manufacturing has been one of the fas-
test-growing industries in U.S. manufacturing. Industry shipments
have increased by 5 to 6 percent a year in real terms since 1989,
while the industry spent 8 percent of sales on research and develop-
ment (R&D) in 1996, or about double the overall U.S. industry
average (Standard and Poor’s 1998). Accordingly, industry employ-
ment has grown rapidly. The number of production workers in this
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Table 5.2 Why Production Jobs Are Retained in the
United States

Medical Devices

Continuous,
High-Volume

Batch
Production Valves Steel

The skill level of local labor
force is high

✓ — ✓ ✓

Plant is close to R&D and/or
engineering group

✓ ✓ ✓ —

Plant is close to customer — ✓ ✓ ✓

Labor cost is small share of
total cost

✓ ✓ — ✓

Existing fixed capital stock is
hard to move

✓ — — ✓

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Note: A check indicates that we judge this to be an important reason jobs are retained in the
United States.

solving skills, diagnostic skills, and communication skills) required
by the production process. Although this company operates a simi-
lar plant in Mexico, it is unlikely to close the U.S. plant and consol-
idate operations in Mexico because the requisite skill set is not
available there.

In looking at why production worker jobs in the valve industry
are likely to stay in the United States, it is important to recognize
that many valve makers are specialty design firms. Working with
engineers, they design for specific applications. The production of
commodity valves in large batches is declining. As long as there is
an adequate supply of skilled machinists in the United States, the
specialty design segment of the industry will probably remain. This
part of the valve industry would be hurt if developing countries
were eventually able to supply these same skills in a lower-wage
workforce.

PROXIMITY TO ENGINEERING AND R&D GROUPS

When new products are being developed, it is best to have the man-
ufacturing process close to the R&D group so that the two groups
can experiment with alternative production approaches and fine-
tune the production process. Managers in virtually all of the plants
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Table 5.3 Skill Requirements in Response to
Technological Change

Medical Devices

Continuous,
High-Volume

Batch
Production Valves Steel

High school diploma Yes Yes No No

Mechanical or machine skills No No Yes Yes

Problem-solving skills Yes No Yes Yes

Diagnostic or monitoring
skills

Yes No Yes Yes

Communication skills Yes Yes Yes Yes

Ability to learn basic com-
puter skills

Yes No Yes Yes

Flexibility in learning new
jobs

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Statistical skills or basic motor
skills

No No Yes Yes

Dexterity or high attention
level

No Yes No No

Source: Authors’ compilation.

solving skills to highly automated machines that have eliminated
routine work tasks.12 In contrast, while valve manufacturing is now
much more computerized, the up-skilling is more modest. These
firms still require skilled machinists as before, and less-skilled oper-
ators are rarely hired. Finally, in some establishments, such as mini-
mills and medical instrument assembly plants, skill demands have
hardly changed because technological changes in production have
been more modest. In plants with technology that is less complex,
in particular mini-mills that produce less complicated products,
skill demand has changed less.13

Even though up-skilling in these industries has increased the de-
mand for soft skills, there has been only a modest increase in the
demand for computer literacy. Nearly all of the jobs in these indus-
tries (except for a subset of those in medical assembly) require the
workers to work at computer keyboards or monitors. In virtually all
cases, however, the plant managers said that if job applicants have
basic literacy, math, and people skills, and some technical skills
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Table 5.4 New Human Resource Practices in Response to
Technological Change

Medical Devices

Continuous,
High-Volume

Batch
Production Valves Steel

Increased worker respon-
sibility

Yes No No Yes

Job rotation Yes Yes Yes Yes

Extensive training Yes No Yes Yes

Cross-training Yes Yes Yes Yes

Problem-solving teams No No Yes Yes

Pay-for-skills Yes No No Yes

Self-directed work teams Yes No No No

Source: Authors’ compilation.

tivity, product quality, or product variety as a result of technological
changes. Changes in labor demand, however, have varied across the
industries. Innovations in product design and higher productivity
in the medical equipment industry have increased product demand
and thus doubled labor demand over time. For valve makers and
steel mini-mills, labor demand has remained roughly constant;
these industries have achieved higher productivity with approx-
imately the same workforce. In the steel industry there has been
dramatic downsizing and rising productivity over the last thirty
years, but these changes did not arise from making technological
improvements but instead from closing out-of-date, poor-perform-
ing plants and improving productivity in those that remained. In all
three industries, however, new technologies appear to be the major
reason we keep these jobs in the United States: they enable Ameri-
can manufacturers to improve products and serve nearby customers
using a highly skilled, local workforce. The competitive advantage
of the United States in the future in keeping these jobs lies in tech-
nology, the high skills of engineers and workers, and proximity to
customers as firms design and produce the high-quality products
they want.

For researchers, the patterns we observed in these plants suggest
that new computer-based technologies vary across plants within
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APPENDIX

Table 5.A1 Employment and Wages in the Medical
Industry, 1972 to 1992

Industry Year

Number
of

Plants
Total

Employment
Production

Workers

Average
Hourly

Production
Wagea

Surgical and 1972 357 34,018 71% $9.85
medical in- 1977 456 42,630 67 10.04
struments 1982 708 56,393 68 10.02
(3841) 1987 975 72,163 62 11.25

1992 1,121 97,183 59 10.93

Surgical ap- 1972 618 42,512 67 9.66
pliances 1977 773 52,686 68 10.24
and sup- 1982 1,126 67,507 66 9.25
plies 1987 1,295 77,732 65 9.95
(3842) 1992 1,458 94,556 64 9.91

X-ray, elec- 1972 75 11,006 58 11.36
tromedical, 1977 187 30,125 54 11.98
and electro-
therapeutic
apparatus
(3693)b

1982 231 47,553 48 10.99

X-ray, appa- 1987 67 8,711 63 12.50
ratus, and
tubes
(3844)b

1992 112 14,239 49 12.83

Electromedi- 1987 209 29,154 45 11.30
cal equip-
ment
(3845)b

1992 330 39,836 45 11.91

Source: Longitudinal Research Database.
a Deflated by CPI.
b In 1987 SIC 3693 was reclassified into two separate industry categories: 3844 and 3845.
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Table 5.A2 Employment and Wages in the Steel Industry,
1972 to 1997

Year
Total

Employment
Production

Workers
Average Hourly

Production Wagea

1972 469,100 81% $17.23
1977 441,900 79 20.99
1982 295,800 73 23.44
1987 188,100 78 19.06
1992 170,600 77 18.99
1997 144,080 79 20.14

Source: Census of Manufacturers (1972, 1977, 1982, 1992, 1997).
a Deflated by CPI (1992 dollars).

Table 5.A3 Employment and Wages in the Valve Industry,
1972 to 1992

Industry Year

Number
of

Plants
Total

Employment
Production

Workers

Average
Hourly

Production
Wagea

Industrial 87 369 45,808 64% $ 12.42
valves
(3491)b

92 453 51,432 65 12.28

Fluid power 87 346 27,352 65 12.45
valves
(3492)b

92 340 28,436 65 12.04

Valve and 72 648 86,035 70 11.54
pipe fittings 77 764 107,892 70 12.03
(3494)b 82 1,063 113,984 65 11.73

87 372 24,774 70 11.76
92 225 15,942 74 11.76

Source: Longitudinal Research Database.
a Deflated by CPI.
b Prior to 1987 all valve plants were categorized as SIC 3494. Beginning in 1987, three
categories are used: 3491, 3492, and 3494.
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Table 6.1 Rank-and-File Workers Performing Listed Job
Functions at the Twelve Firms, 1995

Interpret
Written

Instructions

Maintain
Production

Logs

Use
Basic
Math
Skills

Monitor
Product
Quality

Give
Instructions

to
Computers

Leading com-
plexity firms 90% 70% 87% 79% 48%

Standard com-
plexity firms 63 10 33 81 17

Difference in
means 27** 60*** 54*** �2 31*

Source: Authors’ compilation.
* .05 � p � .10.
** .01 � p � .05.
*** p � .01.

cal to computer-operated machines with statistical process controls
gave workers new responsibilities that play an important role in the
story that this chapter reports.

We begin by describing the changes in competitive strategies,
technologies, products, and jobs in SC firms, highlighting Homepro
among the SC firms and Inova among LC firms. A major purpose of
the discussion is to explain the LC/SC differences in rank-and-file
job functions shown in table 6.1.6 There are some dramatic differ-
ences: 70 percent of LC workers but only 10 percent of SC workers
are responsible for maintaining production logs, while the percent-
ages responsible for using math are 87 percent for LC firms but
only 33 percent for SC firms. There are smaller but still notable
gaps between LC and SC firms in rank-and-file responsibility for
interpreting written instructions and for giving instructions to com-
puters. The final section contrasts SC and LC human resource poli-
cies and discusses how they relate to the technology and job com-
plexity differences that the other sections address.

STANDARD COMPLEXITY FIRMS

Six of the companies in our sample are standard complexity firms.
They produce relatively simple products, many of which have not
changed much over several decades: combs, plastic knives and



Table 6.2 Human Resources Policies in the Twelve Firms, 1995

Training

Firm

Plant’s
Rank-and-

File
Workforce

Average
Hourly
Wage
Rate

Benefits as a
Percentage of

Total
Compensation

Total
Compensation Basic Specific

Firm
Paternalisma

Percentage
of Temps

at Any
One Time

Hesitance
to Lay

Off
Workersb

LC Firms
Inova 850 $9.00 33 $13.43 Yes Yes 4 10 3
LC2 135 8.00 30 11.42 Yes No 3 0 3
LC3 200 8.00 35 12.30 Yes Yes 4 15 4
LC4 37 10.00 32 14.70 No No 4 0 3
LC5 150 13.65 30 19.50 No No 3 2 3
LC6 23 10.00 25 13.33 No No 1 0 3

SC Firms
Homepro 300 $8.00 25 $10.66 0 1 2 50 4
SC2 320 7.50 40 12.50 1 0 4 40 3
SC3 34 7.00 20 8.75 0 0 2 5 4
SC4 35 8.00 20 10.00 0 0 2 15 2
SC5 70 7.00 15 8.23 0 0 4 1 3
SC6 190 7.00 25 9.33 0 0 4 40 2

Means and Differences
LC mean 9.78 30 14.11 0.50 0.33 3.17 4.5 3.17
SC 7.42 24 9.91 0.17 0.17 3.00 25.2 3.00

Difference in means 2.36** 6* 4.20*** 0.33 0.17 0.17 �20.7** 0.17

Source: Authors’ compilation.
a Paternalism pertains to the appropriateness of attending to the private well-being of employees and their families. It ranges from a high of 4 to a low of
1.
b Layoff policy: 1 � lays off immediately when demand falls more than 10 percent; 2 � lays off after a brief delay; 3 � lays off after moderate delay;
4 � lays off after substantial delay.
* .05 � p � .10.
** .01 � p � .05.
*** p � .01.
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Figure 7.1 Churning Rates in Food Manufacturing
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and the two middle quartiles grouped together) and for different
industries over time. It is clear that they are much higher—indeed,
almost twice as high—for the bottom end of the distribution as at
the top.

But these are industry-level aggregates, and the internal labor
market story is a firm-level, not an industry-level, story. We now
fully exploit the richness of our data set, which enables us to track
firms over time and examine in more detail one of the standard
stories of the devolution of internal labor markets—that of rising
job instability. Since this should manifest itself as a powerful trend
toward increasing turnover, particularly at lower wage levels, we
can directly test the hypothesis by estimating a set of regressions,
with the firm as the unit of analysis and the churning rate as the
dependent variable. Because we want to examine trends over time,
controlling for the base churning rate at each firm, we include firm
fixed effects. We capture firm-level persistence by including the lag
of the dependent variable on the right-hand side, and since we are
also interested in the effects of firm growth, we include firm size as
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Table 7.1 Job Grid for Ourtown School System 
Food Service

Job Title Wage Requirements

Assistant cook–food
preparer

$7.33 to $7.48 an
hour

High school or less

Cook $7.62 an hour Zero to five years’
experience

$8.05 an hour Six to twelve years’
experience

$8.90 an hour Twelve or more years’
experience

Food supervisor Salaried, approximately
$17,000 yearly

High school or less

Source: Authors’ compilation.

entry wages start slightly higher at Ourtown, pay at higher occupa-
tional levels, opportunities for wage growth, and opportunities for
movement into higher-level jobs are substantially greater at the
manufacturer.

While shifting jobs from food servers to manufacturers improves
job quality, it also alters the geographic locations and degree of
geographic concentration of entry-level jobs. When Food King buys
vegetables prepared near the farm—rather than selling unprocessed
vegetables that are prepared by the restaurant—jobs shift from ur-
ban to rural areas (and presumably to the south and west of the
country). For other prepared goods, ranging from pastry to pre-
pared entrées, upstreaming food preparation shifts jobs scattered
throughout urban areas, in the restaurants, to larger factory settings
generally outside of the central city. Although the demographic
characteristics of the two groups of workers might plausibly be
quite similar—modestly skilled Latino immigrants in rural Califor-
nia work as produce processors or in suburban bakeries, displacing
modestly skilled Latino immigrants in central cities—the implica-
tions for less-educated workers rooted in central cities may none-
theless be significant. Young people were 25 percent of food service
workers in 2000, and food service jobs are often important first jobs
through which workers gain more employability skills and establish
an employment history.

The value of these jobs is significant in some urban areas where
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Table 7.2 Job Grid for Salads Supreme

Job Title Wage Requirements
Upward
Mobility

Hand packer $7.00 to 9.50 an hour Literacy not required Yes

Assistant cook or
mixer

$7.50 to $10.75 an
hour

Literacy not required Yes

Cook, mixer, lead
person, ware-
house worker, or
assistant super-
visor

$10.50 to $13.50 an
hour

Literacy required Yes

Supervisor $10.00 to $20.00 an
hour (nobody mak-
ing $20.00)

No high school Yes

Production man-
ager

Not able to determine No high school Yes

Plant manager or
quality control
manager

Not able to determine High school Little

Vice president Not able to determine College Little

President Not able to determine College Little

Source: Authors’ compilation.

there are few other available jobs (see Newman 1999). The shift in
these jobs may be particularly significant to non-English-speakers:
it reduces the number of jobs that do not require high levels of
communication with either customers or coworkers (with notable
exceptions, of course, depending on the location of the restaurant).
Although mobility and job quality in the food service sector are not
high, these jobs may provide launching pads for mobility outside
the sector. However, such cross-sector mobility requires geographi-
cal proximity to other industries with better job opportunities.

To take a preliminary closer look at geographic shifts in food
preparation, we examine food industry shifts between 1977 and
1997 for California, our most populous state.4 We limit our analysis
to a single representative state because compiling county-by-county
data is quite laborious. We have divided the food industry into
three components: food manufacturing, grocery wholesaling, and
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Table 7.3 Employment Growth for Total and Food
Industry Employment in California, by
Geographic Area, 1977 to 1997

Total
Total
Food

Food
Manufacturing

Nondurable
Wholesale

Eating
and

Drinking
Places

Percentage increases
California total 73 76 11 63 115
Agricultural
counties 55 61 �7 60 103

Non-agricultural
counties 110 100 36 67 91

Ratio of percentage
increase to total for
relevant area
California total 1.00 1.05 0.16 0.86 1.58
Agricultural
counties 1.00 1.11 �0.12 1.10 1.89

Non-agricultural
counties 1.00 0.90 0.33 0.61 0.82

Sources: County Business Patterns data from U.S. Bureau of the Census (2002b) and U.S.
Commerce Department (1977).

eating and drinking places. (To simplify the discussion we omit
grocery stores, since our main concern is with the food service sup-
ply chain.) We have divided California geographically into agri-
cultural and nonagricultural counties, defined by whether a county
falls above or below the statewide proportion employed in agricul-
ture in 1997. By this definition, twenty-one of California’s fifty-
eight counties are nonagricultural, accounting for 60 percent of the
state’s total employment and 55 percent of its food industry em-
ployment.

Table 7.3 shows that as California food manufacturing employ-
ment grew, it shifted dramatically from agricultural to nonagricul-
tural counties, to the extent that the absolute number of food man-
ufacturing jobs in agricultural counties actually declined. In food
wholesaling employment, urban regions slightly outpaced their agri-
cultural counterparts. Only eating and drinking place jobs grew
faster in agricultural regions—exploding in rural areas, while only
slightly exceeding population growth in urban ones. This growth
presumably reflects the diffusion to rural America of the pattern of
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Table 7.4 Job Grid for Great Meals Institutional Facility

Job Title Wage Requirements
Upward
Mobility

Hourly line staff:
dishwashers

$7.00 to $8.00 an
hour

No high school,
no experience
necessary, good
attitude, good
ethic

Yes

Hourly line staff:
prep cooks, some
entry-level cooks,
or some part-
time cashiers

$7.00 to $9.00 an
hour

No high school Yes

Cooks and senior
cooks; cashiers

$9.00 to $13.00 an
hour; $9.00 to
$12.00 an hour

No high school Yes

Supervisors, cash-
ier, faculty club

$13.00 an hour No high school Yes

Management: chef
manager or assis-
tant manager

$25,000 to low
$30s; chef can
earn up to
$45,000

About seven years’
experience, some
college but not
necessary

Yes, but limited

Food-service di-
rector

Not able to deter-
mine

Most have college Some

General manager $50,000 to
$60,000

Most have college Some

Source: Authors’ compilation.

higher wages than Ourtown for cooks ($10.00 an hour or higher)
and a higher wage ceiling for prep workers ($9.00 an hour). Wages
at Great Meals and Masterfood come close to those at Salads Su-
preme, although they are still somewhat lower.

Distributor consolidation is also shifting distribution workers to
larger enterprises. To see the result, compare wages for a regional
division of Quality Express—a former regional company acquired
two years before the interview—with those of Food King. While
warehouse workers start at the same level ($8.00 an hour), Food
King employees pull ahead within a short period of time (taking a
large jump to $16.00 after three months) compared to Regional
Foods (maximum of $12.00). Drivers also receive significantly bet-
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Table 7.5 Quarterly Earnings Distribution, 
Food Manufacturing

Earnings Distribution of Median Firm

Average Size
of Workforce

Average
Earnings

Bottom
Quartile
Earnings

Top Quartile
Earnings

Ratio of Top
to Bottom

128 $5,498.16 $2,537.71 $9,888.67 3.90

Source: Authors’ compilation.

these types of workers are also at the bottom of firms’ earnings
distribution. Table 7.6 shows women as a proportion of the bottom
earnings quartile workforce and contrasts this to the proportion in
the top quartile. As in the overall earnings distribution, women are
overwhelmingly represented in the bottom part of the firm earnings
distributions, and men are overwhelmingly represented in the top
part.6 The same holds true in all industries for younger workers
(not shown): they are much more likely to be in the bottom than in
the top portion of the earnings distribution (presumably reflecting
lower levels of human capital and experience). Interestingly, how-
ever, by the late 1990s food manufacturing saw growing numbers of
women in the top quartile and fewer women in the bottom quartile.

DISMANTLING AND REBUILDING:
CHANGES IN TURNOVER OVER TIME

Do firms dismantle and rebuild their internal labor markets? Firms
in the food manufacturing industry have had ample opportunity to
change their workforce structure, and our data demonstrate just
how pervasive job changes are. To understand this, it is worth not-
ing that worker change (worker flows) can come from two main
sources: job reallocation, which happens when jobs are created or
destroyed at the firm level; or worker churning—different workers
churning through the same set of jobs.

In reporting average job and worker reallocation rates—together
with the standard deviation of each—over the period for which we
have data, table 7.7 demonstrates that there are huge amounts of
worker reallocation. Worker reallocation exceeds job reallocation:
for example, even though 21 percent of workers had either left or
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Table 7.6 Women in the Top and Bottom Earnings
Quartiles in the Food Manufacturing
Workforce, 1985 to 1997

Earnings Quartile 1985 1990 1997

Bottom 52.88% 52.74% 51.67%

Top 11.59 14.17 18.53

Source: Authors’ compilation.

begun work in this quarter, only 9 percent of jobs were new or
destroyed. The churning rate reconciles these two kinds of realloca-
tion: it measures the amount of worker flows in excess of job growth
or decline, and that also paints a picture of substantial turnover,
averaging 12 percent per quarter. Again, it is worth noting that the
standard deviation is very large, suggesting widespread differences
in turnover choices by firms. It is also worth noting that these real-
location figures are not directly comparable to either the monthly
or annual turnover rates reported in other sources, because longer
measurement periods lose information on intermediate turnover.
Thus, annual rates will always be much less than four times the
amount, and monthly rates much more than one-third.

While table 7.7 reports results for the entire set of firms and all
workers within our data set, we are particularly interested in exam-
ining turnover patterns for continuing firms, as well as the churn-
ing of workers at the bottom end of the earnings distribution. We
would expect churning to be higher for low-wage workers, and we
find this in fact to be the case. Figure 7.1 describes churning rates
for the different quartiles of the income distribution (bottom, top,

Table 7.7 Worker Flows, Job Reallocation, and 
Churning (Quarterly)

Mean Median Standard Deviation

Worker flow rate 21.39% 13.28% 28.09%

Job reallocation rate 9.11 4.00 17.50

Churning rate 12.28 7.84 20.25

Source: Authors’ compilation.
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Table 7.8 A Firm-Level Analysis of Churning Rates in
Food Manufacturing

Variable All Quartiles Top Bottom

Lagged churning 0.21910
(15.50)**

0.49788
(31.16)**

0.37194
(22.37)**

Time trend �0.00139
(6.47)**

�0.00152
(5.46)**

�0.00249
(6.59)**

Employment size (log) 0.00279
(1.23)

0.00510
(1.45)

0.00926
(1.95)

Constant 0.11612
(10.05)**

0.18977
(12.11)**

0.42103
(18.88)**

Observations 5,366 3,187 3,254

R-squared 0.0521 0.2450 0.1471

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Note: Absolute value of z-statistics in parentheses.
** Significant at 1 percent level.

an independent variable (which, in a fixed-effect model, can be in-
terpreted as changes to the firm base size).

An examination of the first sets of columns in table 7.8 reveals
several trends that fit poorly with the standard story of ILM devolu-
tion. First, firm-level churning rates are strongly persistent (as shown
by the statistically significant coefficient on the lagged dependent
variable), indicating that businesses have not in general dramati-
cally altered their turnover patterns. Second, food manufacturing
shows a statistically significant decrease over time in churning rates,
as shown by the negative time trend coefficient. In addition, the
explanatory power of the regression for all quartiles is quite low, at
.05, indicating wide-ranging firm-level idiosyncrasy in churning.

The divergence from the standard story widens still further when
we examine turnover patterns separately for workers at the top and
bottom of the earnings distribution, as shown in the “Top” and
“Bottom” columns in table 7.8. The persistence that we docu-
mented with the overall firm churning rate becomes much more
marked, and the explanatory power increases substantially, suggest-
ing that firms are much less idiosyncratic in their treatment of
workers at the top and bottom ends of the earnings distribution. In
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Table 7.9 Determinants of Average Quarterly Earnings in
Food Manufacturing

Worker characteristics
Female �0.554

(7.60)**
Prime age (twenty-five to fifty-four) 0.457

(4.74)**
Older (fifty-five and older) �0.032

(0.28)

Firm characteristics
Size of firm �0.047

(2.72)**
Age of firm 0.030

(0.84)
Time �0.003

(5.06)**
Churning rate 0.041

(1.84)*
Sales per worker 0.030

(2.99)**

Constant 8.437
(55.83)**

Observations 2,789

R-squared 0.80

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Note: Absolute value of z-statistics in parentheses.
* Significant at 5 percent level.
** Significant at 1 percent level.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FIRM
CHARACTERISTICS AND PROMOTION

What determines the probability that workers at the bottom end of
the distribution will move up within food manufacturing firms? We
focus on two cohorts of new hires from 1985 and 1991 and exam-
ine the likelihood of workers moving up and down the earnings
distribution of their individual firm. The first cohort (referred to as
the 1985 cohort) includes those workers who were hired by a given
firm between the fourth quarter of 1985 and the third quarter of
1986, excluding any workers who disappear for more than two
quarters while continuing to work for the same firm. We follow
those workers until 1991 or until they stop working for the firm,
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Table 7.10 Probability of Promotion from the Bottom
Earnings Quartile in Food Manufacturing

1985 Cohort 1991 Cohort

Tenure �0.011
(1.76)

�0.007
(1.12)

� 1 if age of worker is
twenty-five to fifty-four

�0.024
(0.14)

�0.161
(0.80)

� 1 if age of worker is
fifty-five or older

0.153
(0.36)

�0.003
(0.01)

Quarterly firm churning 0.501
(1.49)

0.724
(2.88)**

Firm size (log) 0.035
(0.12)

�0.533
(2.84)**

Sales per worker (log) 0.143
(1.52)

�0.511
(1.97)*

Observations 8,464 14,688

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Note: Absolute value of z-statistics in parentheses. Worker fixed effects included.
* Significant at 5 percent level.
** Significant at 1 percent level.

are few such systematic differences. The one notable change, again,
cuts against the standard story. Bottom-quartile workers hired in
1985 became less likely to move up with each added year of tenure.
This suggests a sorting process in which those who are likely to
move up do so quickly. Among 1991 hires, however, the likelihood
of advancement climbed with tenure, indicating that rising rewards
to longevity have offset the sorting process.

COMPARING FOOD MANUFACTURING WITH
OTHER FOOD SUBSECTORS

These quantitative explorations have been limited to food manufac-
turing, since case study and aggregate evidence indicate that food
preparation jobs are shifting toward manufacturing. It is worth-
while, however, to compare food manufacturing with the other
components of the food preparation industry. Table 7.11 makes this
comparison. It is not strictly comparable to earlier tables because it
includes all firms—not just continuing firms with twenty or more
employees—and therefore reports higher rates of churning and
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Table 7.11 Worker Flows and Earnings for Food
Subsectors in Selected States, 1994 to 1998

Food
Manufacturing

Grocery
Wholesaling

Food
Stores

Eating
Placesa

Total worker flow rate
1994 0.312 0.411 0.517 —
1996 0.306 0.373 0.517 —
1998 0.357 0.402 0.724 1.760

Churning rate
1994 0.311 0.405 0.510 —
1996 0.295 0.372 0.510 —
1998 0.356 0.380 0.669 1.252

Average quarterly
earnings
1994 $7,767 $7,856 $4,386 —
1996 8,348 8,470 4,455 —
1998 9,050 9,207 5,030 $2,830

Average quarterly
earnings, new hires
1994 $5,530 $5,540 $2,275 —
1996 6,117 6,016 2,256 —
1998 6,790 6,515 2,761 $2,529

Ratio of average earnings
to new-hire earnings
1994 1.40 1.42 1.93 —
1996 1.36 1.41 1.97 —
1998 1.33 1.41 1.82 1.12

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Notes: Includes all firms. Combines Florida, Illinois, Maryland, and North Carolina.
a Eating places data restricted to a subset of these four states.

lower quarterly earnings than in the more restricted sample of firms
we examined earlier. However, it has the advantage of incorporating
several other states in addition to Maryland, yielding a large sam-
ple.

In showing higher quarterly earnings and lower churning (turn-
over) dates, table 7.11 confirms that food manufacturing jobs are
higher-quality than other jobs in the food sector. In fact, the more
large-scale, automated, and “factory-like” the setting for food jobs,
the better they are. The ranking goes from food manufacturing to
wholesale groceries to retail food to eating places. Part of the differ-
ence in quarterly earnings, however, is surely due to hours differ-
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Figure 8.1 Job Quality and Internal Mobility
Opportunities at the Four Firms
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Source: Authors’ compilation.

host of systems and screens supporting different products, services,
and functions, and while recent innovations have reduced the clum-
siness of some of these interfaces, navigation skills remain impor-
tant. The HR benefits administrator has developed a user-friendly
system that nonetheless allows employees access to a rich database
of customer information.

Social interaction skills include the ability to “read” the customer
(Text continues on p. 288.)



Table 8.1 Variation in Jobs and Mobility Across the Four Firms

Teleservices
HR Benefits

Administration
Retail Financial

Services Telecommunications

Job type Telemarketing: sales;
simple inbound service

Customer service Retail banking: service
Credit cards: segmented

service and sales

Mortgage: service
Auto financing: seg-

mented service and
sales

Operators: service
Residential: service and

sales

Small-business: service
and sales

Large-business: service

IT and work design
IT: machine-paced
calls

Yes No Retail banking: 100%
Credit card, auto financ-

ing: 100% in service,
0% in sales

Mortgage: 100%

Operators: 100%
Residential: 100%
Large-business: 0%

IT: electronic
monitoring

Yes No Yes Operators: 100%
Residential: 100%
Large-business: 0%

Customers per em-
ployee per day

In the hundreds;
depends on amount of
time clocked in

25 Retail banking, credit
card: 200

Mortgage: 100
Auto financing: 75

Operators: 1,000
Residential: 75
Large-business: 20



Script use High: mandatory None Short mandatory scripts
in retail and credit
card services; moder-
ate, based on regula-
tory requirements in
all segments

Moderate, based on reg-
ulatory requirements

Team organization No Yes: high levels of on-
line and off-line teams

No on-line or off-line
teams; some use of ad-
hoc task forces; work-
ers grouped in “teams”
for incentive purposes

No on-line teams; some
use of off-line teams

Compensation
Pay range Low: minimum wage Moderate: $28,000 to

$33,000
Moderate: $20,000 to

$40,000
High: $30,000 to

$50,000

Benefits None or low Moderate Moderately high (“em-
ployer of choice”)

High

Variable pay Modest sales commis-
sions

None Modest sales commis-
sions in some seg-
ments

Sales incentives

Skills and training
Formal education Low: diploma not re-

quired
High: 50% have college

degrees
Moderate: diploma re-

quired; some have col-
lege; college sought
and preferred in all
segments

Moderate: diploma re-
quired; some have
some college

Initial training Low: two weeks or less High: six weeks Moderate: two to four
weeks

High: twelve to sixteen
weeks

(Table continues on p. 286.)



Table 8.1 Continued

Teleservices
HR Benefits

Administration
Retail Financial

Services Telecommunications

Ongoing training None Low to none Moderate: extensive
programs, not always
accessible

Low

Employment security
Company tenure Low Low Moderate High; union presence

Use of contingent,
part-time staffing

Nearly all workers are
formally “part-time”

Low to none Low use of contingents;
some part-time with
benefits

Low to none

Outsourcing NA NA Outsources outbound
and some inbound
sales (telemarketing);
not customer service

Outsources outbound
telemarketing; not cus-
tomer service

Mobility
Turnover High: up to 400% Moderate: 30% Moderate to high: 30 to

100% by location
Low: less than 10%

Internal: job steps
within call center

Entry-level; supervisor
or trainer

Entry-level; specialized
jobs; supervisor

Entry-level; sales spe-
cialistists; supervisor
or trainer; high-level
staff

Entry-level; ad-hoc spe-
cialists; supervisor or
trainer



Internal: job oppor-
tunities in higher
segments or
departments

None Almost none Moderate: line banking
and staff jobs in other
functions; computer-
technical; college
strongly preferred

Operators: modest;
other segments: high;
service, sales, techni-
cal: college degree for
account executives,
management

External advancement
opportunities

Low; no marketable
skills attained

Moderate; college-edu-
cated use this as step-
ping-stone to better
employment

Low for retail and credit
card; moderate for
other segments; expe-
rience with bank is
valuable

Moderate because most
alternatives do not pay
as much, even for
somewhat higher-
skilled jobs

Source: Authors’ compilation.
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Table 8.2 The Telecommunications Firm:
Job Quality and Worker Characteristics,
by Market Segment

Operators Collections Residential
Small-

Business
Large-

Business

Customers per
daya 1,017 195 57 31 15

Time on phone
per customer
(seconds)a 54 272 452 846 711

Weeks of initial
training for
joba 2.1 5.0 11.6 12.4 6.9

Use of scripts
(higher score
� less script-
ing)b 1.96 2.71 2.96 3.23 3.54

Discretion with
customers
(higher score
� more dis-
cretion)b 1.34 3.30 3.50 3.27 2.65

Expectation of
layoff (higher
� greater
chance of be-
ing laid off )b 2.68 2.53 2.48 2.24 2.66

Emotional ex-
haustion
(higher score
� more fa-
tigue)b 2.51 2.09 2.26 2.31 1.74

Job complexity
(higher score
� more com-
plex) 2.85 2.98 3.15 3.13 3.52

Annual base
earnings
Workers $31,485 $38,180 $41,391 $42,447 $47,440
Supervisors 59,145 59,695 60,701 61,040 57,153

Mean annual
bonus
Workers 2,941 4,840 2,704 3,396 5,410
Supervisors 5,973 6,103 5,856 6,085 7,050
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Table 8.2 Continued

Operators Collections Residential
Small-

Business
Large-

Business

Worker charac-
teristicsc

Female
Workers 86.0% 80.1% 78.6% 74.7% 80.3%
Supervisors 83.3 84.3 78.1 72.5 71.6

Minority
Workers 25.7 30.9 43.8 37.5 33.5
Supervisors 23.2 29.6 31.1 28.2 34.3

Mean tenure
(years)d

Workers 12.4 9.6 6.7 7.9 13.9
Supervisors 20.0 19.0 14.8 15.2 17.4

Finished colleged

Workers 8.4% 17.8% 25.3% 28.7% 23.8%
Supervisors 33.3 23.5 36.2 49.2 22.6

Number of
workers 717 198 992 310 220

Number of su-
pervisors 108 68 155 64 34

Source: Authors’ compilation.
a Drawn from mean responses to questions to workers on survey administered 2001. Because
these are self-reports they are more useful for making comparisons across lines of business
than as point estimates.
b Drawn from mean responses to questions on worker survey that make up multiple-item
scales (responses range from 1 to 5).
c Drawn from company archival records.
d Taken from worker survey.

business reps’ jobs, and large-business reps’ jobs are the most com-
plex.

Table 8.2 also displays characteristics of workers by customer
segment served. The vast majority of workers in these call centers
are women, and ethnic minority workers are overrepresented in this
firm in comparison to the labor force as a whole. Operators are
slightly more likely to be female, and slightly less likely to be mem-
bers of ethnic minority groups, than in other lines of business.
Along with large-business representatives, operators have the high-
est average length of service with the company. Most workers in
each of the call centers have not completed their college education.

Earlier we noted that the varying complexities of call center jobs
require different sorts of skills. Our survey documented supervisors’
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Table 8.3 The Telecommunications Firm: Selected Skill
Requirements, by Market Segment

Operators Collections Residential
Small-

Business
Large-

Business

Social interaction
skills
Listening 6.7 6.9 6.9 6.8 6.7
Persuading 4.3 6.3 6.2 6.3 5.1
Negotiating 4.1 6.7 6.3 6.6 5.3

Computer skills
Word processing 2.2 3.9 2.5 3.5 4.4
Spreadsheet 1.8 3.5 2.3 3.1 4.5
E-mail 1.5 3.1 2.7 4.4 6.4
Navigating be-
tween screens 3.0 6.7 6.9 6.7 5.7

Product knowledge
Features 4.7 5.5 6.8 6.6 6.1
Rates-pricing 4.7 3.7 6.6 6.4 5.6
Bundling 3.4 5.0 6.6 6.6 5.7
Number of
supervisors 108 68 155 64 34

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Note: Skill requirements are rated by supervisors on a scale from 1 (not important for the
job) to 7 (very important). Ratings taken from 2001 survey of supervisors.

assessments of these requirements by market segment, and table 8.3
displays some of these results. Operators’ supervisors clearly assess
their jobs as having lower overall skill requirements in the three
categories we focused on. The middle-segment jobs—collections,
residential service, and small-business—require more social inter-
action skills and more ability to navigate between the various
“screens” and computer systems. Jobs in the large-business seg-
ment, in contrast, require more extensive general computer skills
(such as word processing and spreadsheets).

In table 8.4 we turn our attention to workers’ career patterns and
expectations. Operators typically occupy entry-level jobs; over two-
thirds of these workers report having held only one position with
their employer. Residential services positions are also entry-level
positions: here three-quarters of the workers surveyed are in their
first position with the employer. Small-business representatives and
those performing collections are slightly less likely to have entered
the firm in that job and more likely to have advanced to their posi-
tions internally. Collections jobs in particular are a haven for expe-
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Table 8.4 The Telecommunications Firm: Internal Labor
Market Patterns and Perceptions of
Opportunity, by Market Segment

Operators Collections Residential
Small-

Business
Large-

Business

Workers’ number
of different posi-
tions held with
this employer 1.5 1.8 1.5 2.0 3.3

Workers who have
held only one
(current) position
with employer 69.9% 63.1% 75.3% 53.8% 24.0%

Supervisors pro-
moted from
within 92.5 92.7 94.2 87.1 90.3

Workers’ percep-
tions
Career satisfac-
tion 2.72bc 2.82bc 2.99ac 3.07a 3.19ab

Ease of “finding
another job
that is just as
good as this
one” 2.07 2.10 2.00c 2.15 2.35b

Present experi-
ence “would
help me get a
higher-paying
job” 2.69bc 3.00a 3.02a 3.04a 3.18a

“Ease of internal
movement”—
finding another
job inside the
organization 2.47 2.53 2.49 2.44 2.69

Number of
workers 717 198 992 310 220

Supervisors’ expec-
tations
Likelihood that
supervisees will
move into bet-
ter-paying job 3.68 3.75 3.64 3.56 3.70

Likelihood of
promotion to
management
for supervisees 2.85bc 3.50a 3.47a 3.54a 3.47a
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Table 8.4 Continued

Operators Collections Residential
Small-

Business
Large-

Business

Number of su-
pervisors 108 68 155 64 34

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Notes: Figures represent mean responses to survey questions. “Career satisfaction” and “ease
of internal movement” are summed scales with multiple items, responses ranging from a low
of 1 to a high of 5. “Ease of finding another job” and “helpfulness of experience” are single-
item responses ranging from a low of 1 to a high of 5. Supervisor expectations are also
single-item responses ranging from a low of 1 to a high of 5. For workers’ perceptions and
supervisors’ expectations, we report statistical comparisons of means across three groups.
Where there are no indicators, the mean response in that category does not differ signifi-
cantly from responses in any other categories.
a Indicates that the mean response for the group differed significantly from the mean re-
sponse for the operator services group at p � 0.05.
b Indicates that the mean response for the group differed significantly from the mean re-
sponse for the residential services group at p � 0.05.
c Indicates that the mean response for the group differed significantly from the mean re-
sponse for the large-business group at p � 0.05.

rienced workers who did not want to live under the day-to-day
pressure of sales quotas and so refused to become sales workers
when the residential service bureaus shifted their emphasis from
service to sales.

Three out of four large-business representatives have held multi-
ple positions in the company. These positions represent higher rungs
on internal job ladders and have been especially important destina-
tion jobs for less-educated workers: as table 8.2 shows, the large-
business representatives are actually less likely to have finished col-
lege than the small-business or residential representatives. This is
probably due to the fact that recent hires tend to have more formal
education compared to the past, yet small-business and residential
jobs continue to serve as entry points. It remains to be seen whether
internal opportunities will remain available to less-educated work-
ers. In our survey small-business representatives with a college edu-
cation perceive significantly greater ease of internal movement (2.78
on a five-point scale) than do those who have not finished college
(2.41), though differences by education are salient neither within
other segments nor in the sample as a whole.

The survey data also allow us to examine workers’ own percep-
tions of their opportunities and careers. Table 8.4 shows that work-
ers’ overall satisfaction with their careers is directly correlated with
market segment: it is highest among the large-business representa-
tives, lowest among the operators, with the others between these
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Table 8.5 The Telecommunications Firm: Education and
Internal Labor Markets

Operators Collections Residential
Small-

Business
Large-

Business

Number of different
positions held with
this employer

Finished high 
school or less 1.5 2.3 1.9 2.5 3.8

Some post–high
school edu-
cation but no
college degree 1.5 1.7 1.5 2.0 3.6

College graduate 1.5 1.6 1.3 1.6 2.4

Tenure in years with
this employer

Finished high
school or less 15.2 9.9 10.0 11.3 13.9

Some post–high
school educa-
tion but no
college degree 9.3 7.1 6.1 7.6 9.3

College graduate 8.9 7.5 4.8 5.2 9.7

Number of
workers 717 198 992 310 220

Source: Authors’ compilation.

with observations from the case studies: newer workers are more
likely to be screened for college education; education helps workers
move through levels internally more quickly; and it also enables
them to skip through typical entry-point jobs entirely.

Job ladders are not specified explicitly either within or across
market segments. Our survey asked supervisors, in open-ended
questions, to describe two “likely promotion sequences” for entry-
level workers. Supervisors’ answers to these questions ranged across
dozens of job titles and positions. The most frequently mentioned
sequences focused on advancement to team leadership or super-
visory positions, followed by promotion to managerial jobs inside
the call centers (perhaps because supervisors are themselves most
familiar with these paths). Many supervisors listed “special proj-
ects,” “acting” positions, and training jobs as intermediate steps on
the way to such higher-level jobs (and as we see in table 8.4, 90
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Table 8.6 The Telecommunications Firm: Geography and
Internal Labor Markets

Number of
Different
Kinds of
Company
Offices
Located “in
This
Building or
Office
Complex”

Share of
Workers

Mean
Number of
Different
Positions
Held with
Employer

Mean
Number of
Different
Positions
Held with
Employer:

Women
Only

Mean
Tenure with
Organization

in Years

Perceived
Ease of
Internal

Movement

One 21% 1.38 1.39 7.4 2.41
Two 28 1.60 1.64 9.0 2.56
Three or more 51 1.89 1.98 9.8 2.43

Source: Authors’ compilation.

percent of the supervisors we surveyed were promoted to their jobs
from within the company). But the supervisors also mentioned many
other jobs and sequences that move workers both within and out-
side their current lines of business. This is true even of operators’
supervisors, though our interviews suggested that operators are
finding it increasingly difficult to move into other kinds of services.

Decisions around the geographic locations of call centers affect
workers’ ability to move through these different kinds of jobs.
Workers do not often find new call center jobs worth relocating for,
and so colocation of multiple opportunities is particularly impor-
tant. Table 8.6 illustrates this by comparing the number of positions
held by workers in centers that have different levels of co-location.
Our survey asked supervisors to identify the different kinds of of-
fices located in the same building or office complex as the call cen-
ter in which they worked. Consistent with the strong relationship
between geography and internal advancement and retention of work-
ers that we suggested earlier, we found that workers in call centers
with more co-located offices have held more jobs and have been
with this employer longer. This relationship is slightly stronger for
women, suggesting that co-location might be especially important
to workers who are more likely to be balancing responsibilities at
work and home.

We note that there is little evidence that workers actually put the
effects of geography on their mobility into perspective. Table 8.6



Table 9.1 Demographics of Temporary Workers

Education Occupation Wage

Total
Sample

Some
High

School
or HS

Diploma

Trade
Certification,

Some
College, or
AA Degree

Bachelor
Degree

or
Higher Industrial Clerical

Professional
or

Technical

Earning
$8.00

an
Hour or

Less

Earning
More
Than
$8.00

an
Hour

Fast Wage
Progressor

Oversample

Number of re-
spondents 4,171 1,006 2,042 1,093 1,105 1,870 1,169 1,277 2,867 915

Age (mean) 37.9 37.4 37.4 39.1 36.7 37.3 40.0 36.2 38.7 36.9
Female 56.7% 59.6% 57.5% 52.6% 37.3% 83.0% 32.6% 61.2% 54.5% 64.5%
Student 17.6 5.6 24.0 16.6 12.1 20.8 17.6 15.1 18.7 15.8
Working an-
other job
while temp 18.6 16.2 18.7 20.9 20.2 18.3 17.8 19.1 18.5 20.4

Temp contribu-
tion to family
income
(mean)a 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.5 3.3 3.2 3.7 3.1 3.5 3.3

Earning $8.00
an hour or
less 30.8% 55.7% 29.4% 9.9% 61.6% 28.5% 5.4% — — 46.3%

Earning more
than $8.00 an
hour 69.2 44.3 70.6 90.1 38.4 71.5 94.6 — — 53.7

Industrial 26.7 54.9 23.0 6.8 — — — 53.3 14.8 44.8
Clerical 45.1 36.3 52.1 40.9 — — — 41.7 46.6 53.4

Professional or
technical 28.2 8.8 24.9 52.3 — — — 4.9 38.6 1.8

Source: Authors’ compilation.
a Mean score based on a five-point scale: 1 � very little; 2 � some; 3 � about half; 4 � most; 5 � nearly all.



Table 9.2 Prior Education and Work Experience of Temporary Workers

Education Occupation Wage

Total
Sample

Some
High

School
or HS

Diploma

Trade
Certification,

Some
College, or
AA Degree

Bachelor
Degree

or
Higher Industrial Clerical

Professional
or

Technical

Earning
$8.00

an
Hour or

Less

Earning
More
Than
$8.00

an
Hour

Fast Wage
Progressor

Oversample

Number of re-
spondents 4,171 1,006 2,042 1,093 1,105 1,870 1,169 1,277 2,867 915

Education
Some high
school 4.6% 18.9% — — 14.0% 1.3% 0.9% 10.9% 1.8% 6.5%

High school
diploma 19.7 81.1 — — 36.4 18.2 6.6 33.3 13.8 27.6

Trade certi-
fication or
apprentice-
ship 6.9 — 14.0 — 10.7 5.9 5.2 9.2 6.0 7.0

Some college 32.0 — 64.9 — 27.0 40.3 23.1 31.5 32.1 34.1



Associate’s
degree 10.4 — 21.1 — 5.0 10.4 15.1 6.6 12.0 8.3

Bachelor’s
degree 20.7 — — 78.3 5.3 19.3 37.4 6.4 27.1 13.4

Graduate
degree 5.7 — — 21.7 1.5 4.6 11.6 2.1 7.4 3.1

Percentage time
working in three
years prior to temp-
ing 77.1 72.4 79.1 77.9 75.1 74.4 83.1 72.1 79.2 73.9

Laid off in three
years prior to temp-
ing 32.8 32.3 33.8 30.9 33.3 29.6 37.0 30.7 33.5 31.5

Unemployed just
prior to temping 41.9 50.4 41.4 34.9 52.5 38.1 37.5 49.6 38.2 46.5

Own a computer 66.7 42.4 69.0 85.2 39.4 69.6 87.8 46.2 75.8 54.8

Use the Internet 71.6 44.4 74.8 91.1 41.3 78.0 89.9 47.8 82.1 60.1

Source: Authors’ compilation.



Table 9.3 Employment Objectives of Temporary Workers

Education Occupation Wage

Reason for Temping
Total

Sample

Some
High

School
or HS

Diploma

Trade
Certification,

Some
College, or
Associate’s

Degree

Bachelor’s
Degree or

Higher Industrial Clerical

Professional
or

Technical

Earning
$8.00

an
Hour or

Less

Earning
More
Than
$8.00

an
Hour

Number of respondents 4,171 1,006 2,042 1,093 1,105 1,870 1,169 1,277 2,867
Short-term temping 13.8% 9.0% 13.1% 19.6% 9.8% 17.6% 11.8% 13.8% 13.9%
Long-term temping 25.5 21.4 24.6 31.0 17.7 29.0 27.7 21.7 27.3
Short-term perm 22.6 30.0 21.7 17.6 31.6 17.7 21.6 26.9 20.6
Selective perm 38.0 39.5 40.6 31.8 41.0 35.6 39.0 37.5 38.2

Source: Authors’ compilation.



Table 9.4 Training Participation of Temporary Workers

Education Occupation Wage

Total
Sample

Some
High

School
or HS

Diploma

Trade
Certification,

Some
College, or
Associate’s

Degree

Bachelor’s
Degree or

Higher Industrial Clerical

Professional
or

Technical

$8.00
an

Hour
or

Less

$8.00
an

Hour
or

More

Number of respondents 4,171 1,006 2,042 1,093 1,105 1,870 1,169 1,277 2,867
Offered training (percentage) 42.9 37.1 45.0 44.1 30.9 50.0 42.6 38.1 44.9
Took training (percentage) 53.7 54.0 55.6 50.6 52.3 59.2 44.4 55.6 53.0
Mean hours of training 21.0 25.7 20.7 18.5 30.4 17.3 21.3 29.6 17.1

Source: Authors’ compilation.
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Table 9.5 Factors Affecting Training Participation of
Temporary Workers

Offered
Traininga

Training
Participationa

Hours of
Training

Low education �.05** �.03 1.27
Computer experience .02*** �.03*** �3.08***
Age .00 .00 �.07
Female .08*** .08*** �4.33**
Also a student .01 .00 �1.26
Long-term temporary .07** .13*** 4.51*
Short-term permanent �.02 .07 8.64***
Long-term permanent .06** .11*** 4.14
Fast wage progressor oversample .04* .03 2.08
Pseudo R-squared (columns 1 and 2);a

R-squared (column 3) .02 .01 .03

Source: Authors’ compilation.
a The offered training and training participation results are from binary probits; the values in
columns 1 and 2 are changes in the probability of the dependent variable from a one-unit
change in the independent variable.
* p � .10.
** p � .05.
*** p � .01.

higher training take-up by those earning under $8.00 an hour suggests
that this is not a major barrier.

The regression results show that skill and education levels are
related to training, though the relationship is modest and the R-
squared is low (see table 9.5; see also table 9.A1). Less-educated
temps were less likely to be offered training but showed no differ-
ence in participation or hours. Those with greater computer experi-
ence were more likely to be offered training but took much less. In
other results (not shown), we find that low-wage workers were also
less likely to be offered training but took more hours when they did
participate. Thus, the agencies’ staff may not fully understand and
actively promote the training for low-skilled temps—the group
who perhaps could benefit the most (see impact of training in table
9.7).

Yet formal training is only one way in which individuals’ skills
may be enhanced. The respondents generally felt that the temp ex-
perience itself had improved their skills, and they rated the oppor-
tunities “to learn from other people at the workplace” and “to learn



Table 9.6 Career Outcomes of Temporary Workers

Educationa Occupationa Wagea

Total
Sample

Some
High

School
or HS

Diploma

Trade
Certification,

Some
College, or
Associate’s

Degree

Bachelor’s
Degree or

Higher Industrial Clerical

Professional
or

Technical

$8.00
an

Hour
or Less

More
Than
$8.00

an
Hour

Fast Wage
Progressor

Oversample

Number of re-
spondents 4,171 698 1,596 944 697 1,384 1,153 856 2,378 915

Permanent job 31.1% 34.4% 31.1% 31.6% 36.7% 32.2% 29.0% 35.6% 30.7% 28.1%
Permanent job
through temp
assignments 17.0 22.3 17.0 15.8 20.9 18.2 15.6 19.0 17.4 14.2

Wage growth
10 percent or
more 30.2 28.9 25.9 21.9 25.4 29.7 20.7 21.7 27.0 47.3

Permanent job
and/or wage
growth 10
percent or
more 53.9 57.4 50.4 47.1 55.1 54.3 44.8 51.9 50.8 64.7

Negative wage
growth 11.1 10.1 9.1 6.1 11.5 10.0 4.6 12.4 7.0 20.7

Source: Authors’ compilation.
a Data exclude oversample.
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Table 9.7 Explanations for Career Outcomes of Temporary
Workers

Permanent Job
Wage Growth 10 Percent or

More

Low education .01 �.01 .00 .01 .03 .03
Wage at time of
survey ($8.00 an
hour or less
versus more than
$8.00) — .00 .02 — �.07*** �.07***

Occupation (cleri-
cal versus others) — .02 .03 — .07*** .06***

Occupation (in-
dustrial versus
others) — .04* .05* — .04* .03

Age �.01*** �.01*** �.01*** .00 .00 .00*
Female .00 .00 .01 �.03* �.05*** �.05***
Also a student �.11*** �.10*** �.09*** .02 .01 .02
Training taken — — �.04** — — .04**
Working another
job while temp-
ing — — �.05** — — .03

Contribution of
temp income to
family income — — .01 — — .00

Percentage time
working in three
years prior to
temping — — .00*** — — .00

Laid off in three
years prior to
temping — — .00 — — �.01

Unemployed im-
mediately prior
to temping — — .03** — — .00

Computer experi-
ence — — �.01 — — .00

Own a computer — — .05*** — — �.01
Use the Internet — — �.01 — — �.03
Fast wage prog-
ressor over-
sample �.05*** �.06*** �.06*** .13*** .13*** .13***

Pseudo R-squared .03 .03 .04 .02 .02 .03

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Note: Results from binary probit estimation. The values in the table are changes in the proba-
bility of the dependent variable from a one-unit change in the independent variable.
* p � .10
** p � .05
*** p � .01
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Table 9.A1 Regression Variable Descriptions and
Summary Statistics

Variable Name
in Table Variable Description

Mean
(Standard
Deviation)

Minimum-
Maximum

Offered training Respondents who were offered
the opportunity to take train-
ing

0.4
(.49) 0–1

Training partici-
pation

Respondents who took training,
conditional on being offered

0.5
(.50) 0–1

Hours of train-
ing

Number of training hours re-
spondent received in past year

21.0
(37.02) 1–400

Permanent job Respondent obtained a perma-
nent job

0.3
(.46) 0–1

Fast wage
growth

Respondent experienced fast
wage growth in year of maxi-
mum hours (1999 or 2000)

0.2
(.42) 0–1

Low education Respondent has some high
school education or a high
school diploma

0.2
(.43) 0–1

Computer expe-
rience

Respondent’s level of prior com-
puter experience (ranging
from “no experience” to “ad-
vanced experience”)

3.3
(1.25) 1–5

Age Age of respondent 37.9
(13.14) 17–82

Female Female respondents 0.6
(.50) 0–1

Also a student Respondent was also a student
while at agency

0.1
(.35) 0–1

Long-term tem-
porary

Reason for joining temp agency
was to find long-term tempo-
rary work

0.3
(.44) 0–1

Short-term per-
manent

Reason for joining temp agency
was to find short-term perma-
nent work

0.2
(.42) 0–1

Long-term per-
manent

Reason for joining temp agency
was to find long-term perma-
nent work

0.4
(.49) 0–1

Fast wage pro-
gressor over-
sample

Respondent is part of the over-
sample of fast wage prog-
ressors

0.2
(.41) 0–1

Wage at time of
survey

Respondent makes $8.00 an
hour or less versus more than
$8.00 an hour

0.3
(.46) 0–1
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Table 9.A1 Continued

Variable Name
in Table Variable Description

Mean
(Standard
Deviation)

Minimum-
Maximum

Occupation
(clerical
versus others)

Respondent’s occupation is in
the clerical field

0.4
(.50) 0–1

Occupation (in-
dustrial versus
others)

Respondent’s occupation is in
the industrial field

0.3
(.44) 0–1

Training taken Respondents who took training
(no missing values)

0.2
(.42) 0–1

Working an-
other job
while at
agency

Respondent was in another paid
job while at agency

0.2
(.36) 0–1

Contribution of
temp income
to family in-
come

Amount of overall family in-
come coming from temp work
(ranging from “very little” to
“nearly all”)

3.4
(1.40) 1–5

Percentage time
working in
three years
prior to join-
ing agency

Percentage time respondent was
in paid work in the three years
prior to joining the agency

77.1
(29.21) 0–100

Laid off in three
years prior to
joining agency

Respondent was laid off in the
three years prior to joining the
agency

0.3
(.47) 0–1

Unemployed
immediately
prior to join-
ing agency

Respondent was unemployed
immediately prior to joining
agency

0.4
(.49) 0–1

Own a com-
puter

Respondent owns a computer 0.7
(.47) 0–1

Use the Internet Respondent uses the Internet 0.7
(.45) 0–1

Source: Authors’ compilation.
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Table 9.A2 Descriptive Information on Case-Study
Survey Respondents

Office
Supplies HealthTech We Deliver

Number of temps employed 450 to 800 140 to 230 220 to 260
Number of valid survey responses 111 93 138
Survey response rate 14.7% 40.6% 50.0%

Female 72.5 89.3 88.9
Mean age (years) 30.6 40.5 30.8
Mean number of dependents 1.4 1.0 1.2
Student 29.4% 21.3% 19.1%
High school or less education 37.3 15.2 22.8
College degree or higher 10.9 28.3 14.7
Own a computer 48.2 82.8 61.0
Use the Internet 45.0 87.1 72.1
Not in paid work but looking 65.1 19.8 29.4

Objectives
Short-term temps 11.1 28.1 2.9
Long-term temps 23.2 36.0 8.8
Short-term perms 34.3 5.6 35.8
Selective perms 31.5 30.3 52.6

Source: Authors’ compilation.

Table 9.A3 Wage, Skill, and Career Growth Preferences of
Temporary Workers

Most Important Attributes
of Temp Work

Office
Supplies HealthTech

We
Deliver

Competitive pay 1.35 1.12 1.72
Good benefits 0.68 0.29 0.92
Opportunity to obtain a permanent job 0.66 0.44 0.86
Long-term assignments 0.68 0.32 0.33
Skill development 0.35 0.32 0.31
Rapid advancement 0.28 0.08 0.28
Control over when and where one works 0.05 0.63 0.03

Source: Authors’ compilation.
a Score: 3 � most important; 2 � second most important; 1 � third most important;
0 � not listed; seventeen choices offered.
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Table 9.A4 Wage, Skill, and Career Growth Outcomes for
Temporary Workers

Office
Supplies HealthTech We Deliver

Training
Offered training 36.4% 73.9% 77.4%
Taking training (of those offered) 66.7 60.9 93.4
Median hours of training (of those
taking) 15.0 5.0 27.5

Skills obtaineda 3.43 3.77 3.79
Skills that are very marketable 3.41 3.71 3.72
Skills that are very specific to the
organization(s) where I worked 3.45 3.82 3.85

Development–job matching scalea 3.69 3.78 3.93
Opportunity to enhance my skills
through training 3.36 3.14 3.72

Opportunity to learn from other
people at the workplace 3.95 4.10 4.07

Opportunity to learn new things on
the job 4.00 3.99 4.04

Work that is closely matched to my
skills and abilities 3.45 3.78 3.84

Interesting work 3.67 3.91 3.98

Pay equity–advancement scalea 2.76 2.98 2.69
Pay and benefits that are fair rela-
tive to other temporary or contract
workers doing similar work 2.94 3.47 2.97

Pay and benefits that are fair
relative to the work that I have
performed 2.82 3.37 2.74

Pay and benefits that are fair com-
pared to permanent workers doing
similar jobs 2.18 2.68 2.17

Chance to move into a higher-level
position 2.84 2.46 2.72

Chance to progress into better
assignments 3.00 2.86 2.83

Not scaled: chance to increase my
pay and benefits 2.66 2.73 2.85

Permanent job
Accepted permanent job and no
longer temping (at time of survey;
location of job not known) 15.7% 26.9% 27.9%
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Table 9.A4 Continued

Office
Supplies HealthTech We Deliver

Of above, obtained permanent job
through temp assignments (at time
of survey) 7.5% 42.3% 82.6%

Source: Authors’ compilation.
a Scale: 1 � not at all; 3 � some extent; 5 � very great extent.

NOTES

1. Segal and Sullivan’s (1997b) calculations imply that a much smaller
4 percent of the labor force temp annually.

2. Unfortunately, we cannot report the precise percentage for confiden-
tiality reasons.

3. The proportion of professional and technical temps versus industrial
and clerical temps is not necessarily indicative of their proportions
among the population of temps at these agencies. The 6,500 number
for the technical and professional group was chosen to ensure a large
enough set of returned surveys to facilitate statistical analysis.

4. For technical reasons, we could only construct the difference be-
tween the maximum and minimum wages. We included all those
with at least a 5 percent difference in wages. This includes both
those whose wages fell by at least 5 percent and those whose wages
rose by at least 5 percent. (Table 8.5 suggests that the latter outnum-
ber the former by at least three to one.) In the analyses we control
for the respondents who came from this oversample.

5. First, a representative sample of 100 offices specializing in industrial
and clerical assignments was selected. A random sample of 7,500
temps from within those offices was then drawn. The total number
of temps sampled from these offices was 8,441 (national plus over-
sample). The response rate for the 2 samples was virtually identical.

6. The amount of the payment varied across agencies. The results from
two different pilot tests of the survey at one agency suggested that
the bonus alone probably increased the response rate by three to four
percentage points.

7. We excluded 329 respondents whom we were unable to match with
payroll records, dropping the number to 4,171.

8. These are all averages conditional on working (that is, hours greater
than zero).
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Table 10.1 Use of Temporary Help Among Auto Suppliers
and Hospitals

Temporary Help

Auto suppliersa

Auto Supplier A 3–6%
Auto Supplier B 22
Auto Supplier C 22
Auto Supplier D 0
Auto Supplier Eb 0–9

Hospitalsc

Food service
Hospital Ad NA
Hospital E 11

Housekeeping
Hospital A NA
Hospital E 5

Nursing and medical assistants
Hospital A 4
Hospital B 7
Hospital C 2
Hospital D 5
Hospital E 0

Clerical—unit administrative support
Hospital A 8
Hospital B 0.4
Hospital C 0.3
Hospital D 7
Hospital E 11

Source: Authors’ compilation.
a As a percentage of production employment.
b At the time of our interview Auto Supplier E had recently terminated all of its agency help.
c As a percentage of hours worked within occupation. Hospital F did not maintain any cen-
tral records of temporary agency use and so is excluded from this table.
d The contract manager of food and environmental services of Hospital A reported using
agency temporaries, but data on these hires were not available.

did they gain any advantage from working at the plant if they later
sought a permanent position.

Auto Supplier E, the other union plant in our sample, was strictly
limited in its use of agency temporaries. The labor contract stipu-
lated that individual temporary agency workers could be used for
no more than thirty days, and then only after the unionized work-
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Table 10.2 Outsourcing in Hospitals and Public Schools

Food
Service

Custodial and
Environmental

Services Transportation Other

Hospital A Management Management — All of security

Laboratory

(some)

Landscaping

and grounds-

keeping

Hospital B Management — — Laboratory

(some)

Hospital C — Management — Landscaping

Hospital D Management — — —

Hospital E Management Management — All of security

Hospital F Management — — —

Public school A Management — — —

Public school B Entire service — — —

Public school C — — Entire service —

Public school D Entire service — — —

Public school E Management — — —

Public school F — — Entire service —

Public school G Management Entire service in

half of build-

ings

— —

Source: Authors’ compilation.

WHY ORGANIZATIONS OUTSOURCE MANAGEMENT
FUNCTIONS AND THE IMPLICATIONS FOR WORKERS

Hospital and education administrators typically view areas such as
food service, cleaning, and transportation as outside their areas of
“core competency.” The choice to contract out is made with a view
to improving services and reducing costs in these areas, while free-
ing administrators’ time to focus on the business of health care or
education. One common reason hospital and public school admin-
istrators gave for outsourcing was difficulty recruiting good man-
agers in noncore areas. Because contract companies specialize in a
particular service and have many clients, they can offer managers
an internal career ladder and therefore attract managers more easily
than an individual hospital or school can.

In addition, contractors often are part of large national com-
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APPENDIX

Table 10.A1 Wages and Benefits in Low-Skill
Occupations in Auto Suppliers, Hospitals,
and Public Schools

Occupation
Starting 

Hourly Wage Health Plan Offered Union

Auto suppliers
Auto supplier A $10.60 Yes No
Auto supplier B 9.62 Yes No
Auto supplier C 13.28 Yes No
Auto supplier D 15.51 Yes Yes
Auto supplier E 12.35 Yes Yes

Public schools
Food service workers

Public school A 6.82 No Yes
Public school C 7.13 No No
Public school Da 6.00 No No
Public school E 7.40 — Yes
Public school G 7.22 No Yes

Custodial workers
Public school A 8.40 — Yes
Public school C 9.57 Yes No
Public school D 11.49 Yes Yes
Public school E 12.83 — Yes
Public school G 10.16 Yes Yes

Bus drivers
Public school A 11.31 No Yes
Public school Ca — — —
Public school D 11.42 Yes Yes
Public school E 7.42 No Yes
Public school G 11.25 Yes Yes

Hospitals
Food service workers

Hospital A 6.40 Part-time prorated, 14%
part-time

No

Hospital B 7.00 16% with partial bene-
fits; 26% without bene-
fits

No

Hospital C 8.03 9% without benefits No
Hospital D 7.05 20% with partial bene-

fits; 22% without bene-
fits

No

(Table continues on p. 400.)
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Table 10.A1 Continued

Occupation
Starting 

Hourly Wage Health Plan Offered Union

Hospital E $6.48 Part-time prorated, 22%
part-time

No

Hospital F 6.60 Part-time prorated, 65%
part-time

Yes

Housekeepers
Hospital A 6.40 Part-time prorated, 8%

part-time
No

Hospital B 7.00 14% with partial bene-
fits; 1% without bene-
fits

No

Hospital C 7.95 5% without benefits No
Hospital D 7.05 10% with partial bene-

fits; 5% without bene-
fits

No

Hospital E 6.48 Part-time prorated, 18%
part-time

No

Hospital F 6.60 Part-time prorated, 27%
part-time

Yes

Nurse assistants
Hospital A 7.20 Part-time prorated, 22%

part-time
No

Hospital B 7.40 10% with partial bene-
fits; 12% without bene-
fits

No

Hospital C 7.90 27% without benefits No
Hospital D 8.67 23% with partial bene-

fits; 4% without bene-
fits

No

Hospital E 6.74 Part-time prorated, 5%
part-time

No

Hospital F 8.96 Part-time prorated, 46%
part-time

Yes

Clerical workers
Hospital A 7.35 Part-time prorated, 3%

part-time
No

Hospital B 8.00 13% with partial bene-
fits; 23% without bene-
fits

No

Hospital C 8.98 17% without benefits No
Hospital D 8.23 33% with partial bene-

fits; 5% without bene-
fits

No
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Table 10.A1 Continued

Occupation
Starting 

Hourly Wage Health Plan Offered Union

Hospital E 7.29 Part-time prorated, 22%
part-time

No

Hospital F 7.50 Part-time prorated, 48%
part-time

No

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Note: Data reported are for lowest-skill occupation within a functional area.
a Occupation outsourced.

NOTES

1. The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 created various diagnostic related
groups, which specified maximum reimbursement rates for medical
procedures; these reimbursements were lower than those previously
in effect.

2. See, for example, the results of the tenth annual Contract Manage-
ment Survey (2000), reported in Burmahl (2001).

3. We conducted focus groups with regular and temporary nurses at
two hospitals. The use of temporary nurses was the most important
and controversial use of temporary services in hospitals. However,
because nursing is a high-skilled occupation, we do not cover it in
this chapter.

4. For auto supply, we report data for entry-level production workers.
For hospitals and public schools, we report data for workers in the
most prevalent occupational title within a particular functional area
that coincides with the lowest-paying occupation. The precise occu-
pational titles and the number of occupational titles in a particular
functional area varied across organizations within an industry.

5. Temporary help agencies were used only occasionally for clerical po-
sitions in public schools.

6. According to data supplied by the companies, the hourly wage earned
by agency temporaries was 75 percent, 83 percent, and 56 percent of
that earned by new hires at Auto Suppliers A, B, and C, respectively.
The agency bill rate was 79 percent, 85 percent, and 60 percent of
the total compensation of a new hire at Auto Suppliers A, B, and C,
respectively.

7. We develop the argument that temporary help agencies may reduce
pressure on companies to increase wages in Houseman, Kalleberg,
and Erickcek (forthcoming).

8. Because agency temporaries are somewhat more likely than other
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Figure 11.1 Real Wages of U.S. and North Carolina
Production Workers
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Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2002).
Note: For the North Carolina apparel series, the data represent production workers in the
hosiery industry rather than the broader apparel and textiles industries.

are higher than the average wage in North Carolina for apparel
workers, but lower than the average for all manufacturing workers.
The wage growth of hosiery workers follows fairly closely the wage
growth of all manufacturing workers, though the gap widened some-
what after 1996 as manufacturing wages in general increased faster
than wages in hosiery and apparel.

In addition to increasing competition in less-skilled sectors of the
labor market in the area, the extremely low tuition rates for in-state
residents throughout the North Carolina public higher education
system have permitted far greater educational aspirations and ac-
cess for recent generations of high school students.9 This is readily
apparent in the hosiery mill, where parents routinely display pic-
tures of their children in school or athletic settings, caps and
gowns, uniforms, and other visual forms of achievement. The pro-



Table 11.1 Unemployment Rates for the United States, North Carolina, and Hickory, North
Carolina, 1990 to 2001

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

United States 5.6% 6.8% 7.5% 6.9% 6.1% 5.6% 5.4% 4.9% 4.5% 4.2% 4.0% 4.8%
North Carolina 4.2 5.8 6.0 4.9 4.4 4.3 4.3 3.6 3.5 3.2 3.6 5.5
Hickory SMSA 4.1 6.6 5.5 4.0 3.3 4.2 4.0 3.6 2.7 2.1 2.5 6.2

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2002).



Table 11.2 Employment Statistics for the United States and North Carolina Hosiery Industry,
1980 to 2000

1980 1985 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Number of em-
ployees in ho-
siery (thousands)
United States 63.8 69.5 71.2 69.2 69.4 67.9 66.8 63.3 60.6 58.1 54.4 50.7 49.9
North Carolina 44.9 47.6 46.1 45.2 44.3 43.3 41.4 39.2 37.1 35.8 33.2 31.2 29.0

North Carolina
share of hosiery
employment
(percentage) 70.4 68.5 64.7 65.3 63.8 63.8 62.0 61.9 61.2 61.6 61.0 61.5 58.1

Employment in
hosiery as per-
centage of total
employmenta

United States .064 .065 .060 .059 .059 .056 .054 .051 .048 .045 .041 .038 .037
North Carolinab 1.89 1.80 1.48 1.47 1.42 1.33 1.23 1.13 1.05 0.98 0.88 0.81 0.73

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2002).
a Total employment figures are based on civilian employment.
b Total employment figures for North Carolina exclude agricultural employment.



Table 11.3 U.S. Hosiery Production and Sales, 1990 to 1998

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

Volume of U.S. hosiery
production (millions of
pairs) 3,842 4,024 4,173 4,279 4,340 4,198 4,434 5,129 5,443

Retail dollar volume of ho-
siery sales (millions of
dollars) $6,000 $5,793 $6,118 $6,942 $7,097 $7,165 $7,633 $7,847 $7,477

Retail dollar volume of ho-
siery sales by distribution
channel
Department stores 11.9% 12.0% 10.9% 10.8% 10.2% 9.3% 9.9% 9.3% 9.9%
Specialty stores 8.7 9.7 10.4 9.9 9.2 9.2 9.5 9.7 9.8
Chains 12.6 13.1 13.1 11.5 11.0 12.0 11.9 11.9 11.8
Discount stores 37.9 39.8 40.8 40.8 44.6 46.1 46.4 49.0 48.1
Grocery or drugstore 17.6 13.4 12.7 13.8 12.6 11.3 10.2 8.7 7.5
Other 11.3 11.9 12.1 13.1 12.4 12.2 12.0 11.2 12.8

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2002).
Note: The hosiery category is a combination of SIC codes 2514 and 2524.



Table 12.1 Production Employee Characteristics at SP

Number of
Workers Assemblers Temporary

Less Than
One Year

One to
Four Years

Four to
Six Years

Six to
Ten Years

More than
Ten Years

Massachusetts
Urban 233 63% 17% 12% 27% 14% 12% 36%
Suburban 285 71 13 12 33 26 13 16

Ohio 634 54 0.6 4 35 17 20 25
Florida 482 46 1.1 17 37 18 22 7

Source: Authors’ compilation.
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Table 12.2 “Are You Making More Money Under the VAG
Plan?”: Responses of SP Workers in the
Massachusetts Plants

Urban Massachusetts plant
Strongly disagree 26.21%
Disagree 22.76
Neither agree nor disagree 25.52
Agree 14.48
Strongly agree 11.03

Suburban Massachusetts plant
Strongly disagree 20.23
Disagree 21.97
Neither agree nor disagree 28.32
Agree 17.92
Strongly agree 11.56

Source: Authors’ compilation.

case in 1995, Mr. P noted, “we underestimated the impact of auto-
mating the manual O-ring assembly—it almost killed the plan.”)
The result was that management erred on the conservative side, and
45 percent of those who had worked under piece rates felt that they
had suffered a pay cut, according to our survey. Newer workers,
who had not yet figured out shortcuts on their job (or had been
assigned to a job with a “loose” rate) benefited; 27 percent of sur-
vey respondents who had worked under piece rates indicated that
they made more money now than before (see table 12.2). Workers
who had been on piece rates were kept at the same hourly pay for a
while. However, the fastest workers saw their hourly pay decline by
$4.00 to $5.00 an hour (40 to 50 percent) over several years. Ac-
cording to management, however, only about 10 percent of the
workers quit during this period.

Wages in 1999 for assemblers were $10.48 an hour in the subur-
ban plant, and $10.60 an hour in the urban plant. (There was no
seniority increment.) In the urban plant this wage was supple-
mented by a gain-sharing bonus (called the VAG) of about $1.00 an
hour. The VAG was much less (often zero) in the suburban plant,
owing mostly to quality problems and secondarily to difficulties in
accounting for the time of engineers who worked on products for
SP’s other plants, according to Ms. A in 2002. This pay rate was far
below the U.S. manufacturing average in 1999 of $14.40 per hour—
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Table 12.3 Productivity Effects of Changes in Human
Resource Practices at SP’s Plants in
Three States

State Method of Pay

Change in Productivity After Change
in Human Resource Practice

(Sales Per Employee)

Massachusetts Piece-rate to VAG �0.72% per employees
Florida Time-rate to VAG �0.2% per employee
Ohio No change —

Source: Authors’ compilation.

that of persons whose main language was Vietnamese or Portu-
guese. Further, we compared their level of satisfaction with that of
persons in the other plants whose main language was English.

The results of the mean answers to questions we posed in the
questionnaire are presented in table 12.4, by language and plant.
We also give a difference in means test results for persons in the
four plants by language. The English-speakers in the Boston facili-
ties were the least satisfied. In six of the eight categories, their re-
sponses are statistically significantly below the means of the other
plants. In contrast, the mean values of the Vietnamese-speaking re-
spondents are generally above the mean. The persons from Cape
Verde, who took the questionnaire in Portuguese, are usually below
the mean, but the results are not statistically significant.

By examining these results more closely, we find that Vietnamese-
language speakers were less likely to perceive themselves as having
many labor market opportunities relative to persons who were liter-
ate in English or Portuguese. For example, in agreeing or disagree-
ing with the statement, “It would be hard for me to find another job
that provides the pay and benefits that this one does,” the individ-
uals who answered the question in Vietnamese indicated that they
would have the most difficulty, with a mean value of 3.2. In con-
trast, persons who answered in English had a mean value of 2.7,
and persons who answered in Portuguese had a mean value of 3.0.
Among the three groups, persons who were fluent in English per-
ceived their labor market opportunities as the best.

We also examined the level of self-reported “cooperation” or
“getting along” among the three groups of individuals who took the
survey in the different languages. The persons answering in Viet-



Table 12.4 Explaining Satisfaction By Assimilation Type for Massachusetts and Other Plants

Number of
Employees Supervisors

Employment
Security

Meaningful
Jobs

Company
Practice Pay

Working
Conditions Coworkers

Overall
Satisfaction

Ohio
English

615 3.54
(1.35)

3.81
(1.12)

3.56
(1.25)

2.73
(1.15)

2.44
(1.25)

3.57
(1.21)

3.40
(1.28)

3.47
(1.19)

Florida
English

463 3.41
(1.34)

3.99
(1.02)

3.65
(1.23)

2.95***
(1.18)

2.75***
(1.24)

3.37
(1.17)

3.43
(1.28)

3.60
(1.09)

Massachusetts
English

160 3.36
(1.33)

3.62*
(1.32)

3.16**
(1.35)

2.89**
(1.28)

2.47**
(1.33)

3.04
(1.34)

3.21*
(1.27)

3.13**
(1.25)

Vietnamese 168 3.33
(1.27)

4.10
(0.95)

3.77
(1.17)

3.29
(1.16)

2.78
(1.34)

3.12
(1.21)

3.58
(1.20)

3.56
(1.05)

Cape Verde 164 3.65
(1.38)

3.42***
(1.43)

3.35
(1.32)

3.16
(1.28)

2.77
(1.43)

3.12
(1.32)

3.21*
(1.40)

3.33
(1.40)

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Note: Standard deviation in parentheses. Tests of means by groups are conducted.
* p � 0.1.
** p � 0.05.
*** p � 0.001.
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Table 12.5 Impact of Change in Method of Pay on the
Change in Satisfaction

Means Standard Deviation

Florida 3.00 1.06

Massachusetts suburban (LOC2)
From piece-rate to VAG 3.04 1.29
From time-rate to VAG 3.11 1.21

Massachusetts urban (LOC1)
From piece-rate to VAG 2.88 1.40
From time-rate to VAG 3.03 1.24

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Notes: For Massachusetts it is variable, Q47a/b; for Florida, it is variable, Q37. All of these
variables indicate the change of satisfaction after changing the plans. No such a question is
asked for Ohio.

Although the changes to a VAG system of pay seem to have had
small impacts on productivity and employee satisfaction, data from
the firm suggest that profitability increased, especially when com-
pared with overall industry productivity. SP’s profitability increased
in part because of the firm’s ability to become a “full-service” sup-
plier to auto firms, but also because the plants whose workers were
paid by piece-rate methods were able to offer more diverse new
products that had higher profit margins (Freeman and Kleiner 1998).

CONCLUSIONS

By most measures, SP has been a financially successful company.
Although the second half of 2000 and 2001 were tough times and
profits were relatively low, this was true for almost all firms in the
auto industry. In other years the firm’s return on equity was be-
tween 12 and 20 percent.

How does SP do this? It is not a particularly high-productivity
operation; value added per shop worker at the Ohio plant is only
$70,000, not far above the median for component producers, ac-
cording to benchmarking data from the Industrial Technology Insti-
tute.

There seem to be several key elements to SP’s success:

1. The firm’s organization: SP combines a hands-on central office with a
few small plants with some autonomy. This gives the firm the produc-
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Table 12.6 Effect of Changes in Work Effort and Pay
Levels on Changes in Satisfaction

Change in Satisfaction

Independent
Variables

Massachusetts
from Piece-Rate

to VAG

Massachusetts
from Time-Rate

to VAG
Florida, from

Time-Rate to VAG

Working harder 0.14 0.11 0.25
Making more money 0.55 0.55 0.40

Source: Authors’ compilation.
Note: All variables are measured in Likert scale from 1 to 5.

tive aspects of a large firm (ability to invest in capabilities to develop
sophisticated products and processes). However, SP does not lose the
productive aspects of a small firm: for example, top managers who
have a deep knowledge of the business and intuitive feel for the proj-
ects that make sense, and the ability to maintain some aspects of a
paternalistic policy in plants. (Management knows workers by name.)
The firm’s plants are located in areas where engineers and management
can find some amenities yet also have access to a workforce with few
alternatives (immigrants in Massachusetts, rural workers in Ohio).

2. Selective adoption of the principles of lean production: SP has focused on
inventory reduction and design for manufacturing. These efforts have
allowed SP to use a relatively unskilled, low-paid workforce to produce
at low cost. On the other hand, SP has not placed much emphasis
(particularly recently) on encouraging broad-based participation from
both line workers and engineers in generating ideas for continuous
improvement. There are outlets for the ambitious other than union
organizing or griping, such as team leader positions and participation
in programs such as WOW or the Last Chance Club. But the “mistake-
proofing” by engineers is sufficiently successful that a moderately mo-
tivated person can do the job successfully.

3. Developing product and process expertise in a relatively unglamorous but
growing niche: In contrast to firms such as Johnson Controls and Magna,
which have spent billions of dollars in developing or acquiring the
capability to supply a large module (such as an automotive interior),
SP is not overburdened with debt at present.
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Figure 13.1 Changes in Average Wage and Salary in
Oneida, Madison, Onondaga, and Herkimer
Counties, 1969 to 1998
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consequence, average wage and salary disbursements in the coun-
ties (in 1998 dollars) were about the same or lower in 1998 than in
1969; in contrast, in U.S. counties in general these disbursements
rose over this period (see figure 13.1). The region is geographically
large and diverse. The challenges facing employers and employees
within the more isolated rural parts of the region are arguably dif-
ferent from those confronting their counterparts both in smaller
towns such as Utica and in the larger metropolitan area of Syracuse.

A total of 118 medium-sized manufacturing establishments oper-
ate in the 4-county region. A key concern in selecting establish-
ments for this study was to find ones that primarily employ work-
ers with limited education. The typical production worker in the
case-study establishments is a high school graduate.2 A few em-
ployees have earned an associate’s degree.3 To highlight the effect of
differences in local labor markets, establishments in the study vary
in terms of location in a rural, urban, or metropolitan labor market.
The establishments also differ in terms of type of ownership, union-
ization, and the use of HPWPs. We are not always able to match



Table 13.1 Characteristics of Ten Central New York Manufacturing Establishments

Establishment Strategy Location Age Ownership

Part of
Larger

Organization Employment Competitors Market

Materials High-road Rural 1980 Private, local head-
quarters

No 120 Few Stable growth

Large Metal High-road Urban 1801 Private, local head-
quarters

Yes 505 Few Cyclical

Machine Parts High-road Metropolitan 1949 Private, local head-
quarters

Yes 130 Many (do-
mestic)

Highly cyclical

Electrical Parts High-road Metropolitan 1945 Public, headquar-
ters overseas

Yes 450 Few Very uneven; recent
sharp contraction
after rapid growth

IT Parts High-road Metropolitan 1970 Public, local head-
quarters

Yes 450 Few Steady growth and
rapid contraction

Small Fabrication Low-road Rural 1816 Private, headquar-
ters elsewhere

Yes 490–505 Few Cyclical

Small Machines Low-road Rural 1986 Private, headquar-
ters elsewhere

Yes 120 Many Stable growth

Medium Fabrica-
tion

Low-road Urban 1989 Private, local head-
quarters

Yes 117 Few Steady growth

Small Parts Middle-road Rural 1981 Private, headquar-
ters overseas

Yes 275 Many and
growing

Cyclical

Medium Machines Middle-road Urban 1988 Private, local head-
quarters

Yes 115 Few Steady growth

Source: Authors’ own interviews and survey.



Table 13.2 Labor Force, Compensation, and Employment Practices

Establishment
Residence Labor

Force Turnover
Average

Age Minority Female
Initial Hourly

Wage
Pay

Grades
Two-Tier
Wages

Labor
Union

Materials Local Low 34 5% 57% $8.25 Few No No
Large Metal Mainly in that town Modest 48 �1 �1 $7.23 to $7.63 Many Yes Yes
Machine Parts Some more than thirty

miles away
6% N/A 2 �1 $9.00 ($10.00 to

$12.00 with
720 hours of
BOCES)

Few No No

Electrical Parts Some more than thirty
miles away

13% 35 2 �1 $7.00 6 No No

IT Parts Some more than thirty
miles away

10% 35 15 �1 $7.50 8 No No

Small Fabrication Local Low N/A 2 �1 $8.22 to $8.99 6 Yes Yes
Small Machines Local Modest 28 1 18 $7.00 Few Yes No
Medium Fabrication Mainly in that town 5% 38 �1 �1 $7.00 Few No Yes
Small Parts Local Stable core;

rest high
38 2 56 $6.00 11 No No

Medium Machines Mainly in that town 10% 40 �1 20 $7.00 Few No No

Source: Authors’ own interviews and survey.



Table 13.3 High-Performance Work Practices

Establishment
Profit-
Sharing

Employee
Stock

Ownership Other Incentive Pay Teams Quality Control TQM Information-Sharing

Materials Yes No Hybrid of profit-sharing
and individual incentive
pay

Yes Combined with teams No All-employee monthly
meeting

Large Metal Yes Yes Individual incentive pay Yes Combined with teams Yes All-employee quarterly
meeting

Machine Parts Yes Yes None Yes No Yes All-employee quarterly
meeting

Electrical Parts No Yes None Yes Yes Yes All-production employee
monthly meeting

IT Parts Yes No None Yes No Yes All-employee monthly
meeting

Small Fabrication No No None No No No All-employee meetings
twice a year

Small Machines No No None No No No No
Medium Fabrication No No None No No No All-employee monthly

meeting
Small Parts No No None Yes Combined with teams No All-employee monthly

meeting
Medium Machines No No Individual incentive pay No Yes Yes All-employee monthly

meeting

Source: Authors’ own interviews and survey.
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Table 13.4 Basic Worker Characteristics

Small
Parts Materials

Large
Metal

Total labor market experience (mean
years) 16.12 14.81 29.52***

Tenure (mean years) 4.47 4.30 21.77***
Mean age 37.96** 34.38 47.97***
Mean hourly wage $10.36 $9.79 $13.07***
Commuting time (mean minutes) 25.51*** 14.72 20.69***

Proportion male 43.68% 42.25% 97.74%***
Proportion with at least some college 47.31 47.14 43.56
Proportion white 97.70 95.77 94.23
Proportion with extra job 30.54 36.62 27.78
Proportion married 59.88*** 39.44 72.62***
Proportion married with working

spouse 77.98 90.00 64.25***
Proportion with a dependent child 44.58 53.52 30.74***
Proportion of workers who grew up in

the area 57.32*** 78.87 87.22*

Number of respondents 174 71 269

Source: Authors’ own survey of employees at Small Parts, Materials, and Large Metal.
* The difference between Small Parts and Materials or between Large Metal and Materials
statistically significant at the 10 percent level.
** The difference between Small Parts and Materials or between Large Metal and Materials
statistically significant at the 5 percent level.
*** The difference between Small Parts and Materials or between Large Metal and Materials
statistically significant at the 1 percent level.

and race, workers at Materials and Small Parts are quite similar.
Also, both firms hire their workers mostly from their local rural
labor market. Unsurprisingly in view of the relative homogeneity of
workers in both firms and the nature of their local labor markets,
average hourly wages are also comparable.

The relevant columns of table 13.5 compare various worker out-
comes at the two firms. In the reported findings we focus on differ-
ences that are statistically significant at least at the 5 percent level.9

We find that Materials workers consider themselves more em-
powered than do workers at Small Parts. Compared to Small Parts
workers, Materials workers sense that more information is shared
by management. Also, they communicate more often with workers
outside of their work groups or other teams within the firm, and

(Text continues on p. 511.)
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Table 13.5 Worker Outcomes: Interfirm Comparisons

Small
Parts Materials

Large
Metal

Empowerment
“I have a lot to say about what hap-

pens on my job.” 2.52*** 2.04 2.51***
“My job allows me to take part in

making decisions that affect my
work.” 2.40*** 1.86 2.47***

Communication
“Management is usually open about

sharing company information with
employees at this company.” 2.16*** 1.89 2.91***

How often do you personally com-
municate about work issues with
managers or supervisors in your
work group or work team? (propor-
tion of employees who replied “at
least weekly”) 85.09% 88.73% 73.51%***

How often do you personally com-
municate about work issues with
managers or supervisors outside of
your work group or work team
within the firm? (proportion of em-
ployees who replied “at least
weekly”) 49.11 39.44 36.60

How often do you personally com-
municate about work issues with
workers outside of your work
group or work team within the
firm? (proportion of employees
who replied “at least weekly”) 57.52** 71.83 40.38***

How often do you personally com-
municate about work issues with
technical experts outside of your
work group or work team, such as
engineers, technicians, accountants,
or consultants within the firm?
(proportion of employees who re-
plied “at least weekly”) 47.32*** 25.35 20.45
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Table 13.5 Continued

Small
Parts Materials

Large
Metal

Effort
How much effort do you put into

your work beyond what your job
requires? (1 � none, 4 � a lot) 3.49 3.55 3.28***

Relative effort defined as the effort
put into a typical hour of work
versus the effort put into a typical
hour of watching TV (0 � hardly
any at all, 10 � all your energy) 5.09*** 6.51 4.13***

Days missed in the last year 10.90 11.56 18.32***
Hours worked per week 40.24 41.01 41.72
“My effort at work affects my pay.” 2.09*** 1.69 2.28***

Teamwork and peer monitoring
“I help my coworkers when they

need it.” 1.54*** 1.35 1.74***

To what extent have other employees
at this company taught you job
skills, shortcuts, problem-solving,
or other ways to improve how you
work? (1 � to a great extent,
4 � not at all) 2.02 1.87 2.10**

“My effort at work is affected by the
effort of my coworkers.” 2.19 2.21 2.30

“The work of my coworkers affects
my pay.” 2.79 2.89 2.37***

“If I saw a coworker slacking off, I
would say something to that
worker.” 2.44 2.30 2.92***

Proportion of workers who have ever
said anything to a coworker when
they saw that worker slack off 57.23% 68.57% 41.51%***

Commitment
“I am willing to work harder than I

have to in order to help this com-
pany succeed.” 1.90*** 1.50 2.14***

“I would take almost any job to keep
working for this company.” 2.74** 2.48 2.90***

(Table continues on p. 510.)
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Table 13.5 Continued

Small
Parts Materials

Large
Metal

“I would turn down another job for
more pay in order to stay with this
company.” 2.96*** 2.55 3.22***

Trust
“I am treated fairly by the company.” 2.17** 1.88 2.43***
“To what extent do you trust man-

agement at this company?” (1 � to
a great extent, 4 � not at all) 2.25 2.41 3.07***

“In general, how would you describe
relations in your workplace be-
tween management and em-
ployees?” (1 � very good,
5 � very bad) 2.46 2.66 3.19***

Job satisfaction
“All in all, how satisfied would you

say you are with your job?”
(1 � very satisfied, 4 � very dis-
satisfied) 2.13* 1.99 2.26***

Intrinsic rewards
“My job makes good use of my

knowledge and skills.” 2.45*** 2.09 2.38***

“What I do at work is more impor-
tant to me than the money I earn.” 2.90 2.76 3.21***

Job stress
“My job is stressful.” 2.14 2.22 2.25

Number of respondents 174 71 269

Source: Authors’ own survey of employees at Small Parts, Materials, and Large Metal.
Note: Unless otherwise indicated, each respondent is given four choices: 1 � strongly agree;
2 � agree; 3 � disagree; and 4 � strongly disagree.
* The difference between Small Parts and Materials or between Large Metal and Materials
statistically significant at the 10 percent level.
** The difference between Small Parts and Materials or between Large Metal and Materials
statistically significant at the 5 percent level.
*** The difference between Small Parts and Materials or between Large Metal and Materials
statistically significant at the 1 percent level.



Table 13.6 Worker Outcomes: Intrafirm Comparisons Between Participants and Nonparticipants

Small Parts Large Metal

Participants Nonparticipants Participants Nonparticipants

Empowerment
“I have a lot to say about what happens on my job.” 2.26*** 2.68 2.34*** 2.69
“My job allows me to take part in making decisions that affect

my work.” 2.14*** 2.54 2.29*** 2.68

Communication
“Management is usually open about sharing company informa-

tion with employees at this company.” 1.93*** 2.29 2.87 2.94

How often do you personally communicate about work issues
with managers or supervisors in your work group or work
team? (proportion of employees who replied “at least weekly”) 91.07%* 78.57% 78.01%* 68.60%

How often do you personally communicate about work issues
with managers or supervisors outside of your work group or
work team within the firm? (proportion of employees who rep-
lied “at least weekly”) 53.57 43.64 42.14** 29.41

How often do you personally communicate about work issues
with workers outside of your work group or work team within
the firm? (proportion of employees who replied “at least
weekly”) 65.45* 48.21 46.43** 32.77



How often do you personally communicate about work issues
with technical experts outside of your work group or work
team, such as engineers, technicians, accountants, or consul-
tants within the firm? (proportion of employees who replied
“at least weekly”) 49.09 43.64 26.09** 15.00

Effort
How much effort do you put into your work beyond what your

job requires? (1 � none, 4 � a lot) 3.66*** 3.38 3.39*** 3.15

Relative effort, defined as effort put into a typical hour of work
versus the effort put into a typical hour of watching TV
(0 � hardly any at all, 10 � all your energy) 5.32 5.00 4.70*** 3.42

Days missed in the last year 10.48 9.79 18.18 18.54
Hours worked per week 41.95*** 39.38 42.41* 40.91
“My effort at work affects my pay.” 1.98 2.15 2.10*** 2.50

Teamwork and peer monitoring
“I help my coworkers when they need it.” 1.49 1.54 1.67 1.81
To what extent have other employees at this company taught

you job skills, shortcuts, problem-solving, or other ways to im-
prove how you work? (1 � to a great extent, 4 � not at all) 1.93 2.05 1.92*** 2.28

“My effort at work is affected by the effort of my coworkers.” 2.18 2.21 2.18** 2.40
“The work of my coworkers affects my pay.” 2.93 2.75 2.21*** 2.56
“If I saw a coworker slacking off, I would say something to that

worker.” 2.40 2.46 2.78*** 3.05

Proportion of workers who have ever said anything to a co-
worker when they saw that worker slack off 57.89% 56.36% 43.17% 41.18%

(Table continues on p. 516.)



Table 13.6 Continued

Small Parts Large Metal

Participants Nonparticipants Participants Nonparticipants

Commitment
“I am willing to work harder than I have to in order to help this

company succeed.” 1.82 1.95 2.00*** 2.25

“I would take almost any job to keep working for this com-
pany.” 2.61* 2.84 2.75*** 3.06

“I would turn down another job for more pay in order to stay
with this company.” 2.89 3.03 2.08*** 3.38

Relative knowledge, defined as knowledge of the job and the
firm knowledge of favorite TV show (0 � hardly any knowl-
edge, 10 � complete knowledge) — — 1.95 1.50

Relative interest, defined as interest in the quality of the job and
the firm versus interest in favorite TV show (0 � hardly any
interest, 10 � total interest) — — 2.91 2.26

Trust
“I am treated fairly by the company.” (1 � strongly agree,

4 � strongly disagree) 1.96*** 2.31 2.33** 2.56

To what extent do you trust management at this company?
(1 � to a great extent, 4 � not at all) 2.07** 2.36 2.96** 3.18

In general, how would you describe relations in your workplace
between management and employees? (1 � very good,
5 � very bad) 2.37 2.54 3.08** 3.33



Job satisfaction
All in all, how satisfied would you say you are with your job?

(1 � very satisfied, 4 � very dissatisfied) 2.00** 2.22 2.15*** 2.39

Intrinsic rewards
“My job makes good use of my knowledge and skills.” 2.23** 2.59 2.27** 2.52
“What I do at work is more important to me than the money I

earn.” 2.81 2.98 3.07*** 3.37

Job stress
“My job is stressful.” 2.13 2.10 2.23 2.28

Number of respondents 57 111 141 121

Source: Authors’ own survey of employees at Small Parts and Large Metal.
Note: Unless otherwise indicated, each respondent is given four choices: 1 � strongly agree; 2 � agree; 3 � disagree; and 4 � strongly disagree.
* The difference between Small Parts and Materials or between Large Metal and Materials statistically significant at the 10 percent level.
** The difference between Small Parts and Materials or between Large Metal and Materials statistically significant at the 5 percent level.
*** The difference between Small Parts and Materials or between Large Metal and Materials statistically significant at the 1 percent level.
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